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2 3-01-085 (Gary Martin) 

I. Summary 
The proposed project consists of the demolition of an existing 2,635 square foot single family residence, 
and construction of a 2, 700 square foot single family residence in the City of Carmel-by-the-Sea. 
Although, the applicant originally proposed to adjust lot-lines to create two legal parcels of 6,900 square 
feet and 4,000 square feet respectively, further review of the relevant property documents shows that 
there is only one legal parcel (10,900 square feet) at the site. Staff has found in its evaluation of the 
applicant's submitted title report, that a prior owner had the lots merged by map and by deed into one 
parcel in 1972. A request to withdraw that portion of the application involving a lot-line adjustment was 
received on October 26, 2001 (See Exhibit C). If the applicant wishes to pursue a land division, he will 
need to pursue this with the City and apply for a coastal development permit from the Commission. 

The applicant also proposes to demolish an existing single family residence (approximately 2,635 square 
feet) and construct a two-story 2,700 square foot single family residence on the proposed 6,900 square 
foot north parcel split that fronts 13th Avenue. The proposed new structure retains and rehabilitates the 
existing garage and same nonconforming garage setback of 1' from the side yard property boundary. The 
applicant has also submitted plans for a residence that could be built on the proposed 4,000 square foot 
south parcel, though the applicant has not yet obtained City approval for this second structure. 

• 

The site is bounded on two sides by public streets (13th Avenue and Camino Real) and is heavily • 
forested with coast live oak. The existing structure is setback from Camino Real and spans across the 
interior of the site, nearly surrounded by trees. As a result, even though the south wing of the existing 
structure is two-story in height, the structure does not appear obtrusive and is subordinate to the 
surroundings. The proposed new design re-sites the house in an east-west orientation adjacent to 13th 
Street and though there are many trees in this location, the bulk of the proposed new structure will make 
it much more noticeable from 13th Avenue. The City's Forest and Beach Commission approved an 
application to remove and prune limbs on several coast live oaks, including an 8" and 17" coast live oak 
and a 12" diameter spar from a 21" coast live oak. In addition, 7 limbs and canopy branches of various 
diameters will need to be removed during the course of construction. As mitigation for the tree removal 
and pruning, the City Forest and Beach Commission has required 6 upper canopy trees, such as 
Monterey pines, Monterey Cypress or coast redwoods be planted. The applicant has also verbally agreed 
to plant additional trees. 

Carmel is a very popular visitor destination as much for the style, scale, and rich history of its residential, 
commercial, and civic architecture, as for its renowned shopping area, forest canopy and white sand 
beach. Carmel is made particularly special by the character of the residential development within its City 
limits. Homes are nestled into the native Monterey pine/Coast live oak forest on a grid of streets that is 
executed in a way to yield to trees more than to engineering expediency. This is the context for Carmel's 
community life and its built character. 

The proposal raises questions as to whether this project would protect Carmel's community character 
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consistent with the Coastal Act Section 30253(5), which requires that special communities be protected. 
In particular, the project may result in the loss of a significant historical resource. A historical evaluation 
of the structure prepared by Jones & Stokes Associates, determined that the existing house was found to 
be eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), for its association with 
a person who is significant at the local, state and national level. The house was also found to be eligible 
for listing in the CRHR as a contributing element of a potential historical district because it conveys the 
design principles of the Arts and Crafts movement, the landscape principles of this movement, and 
reflects the design traditions typical of early residential development in CarmeL However, the City of 
Carmel did not adopt the historic evaluation findings and determined that the "preponderance of 
evidence establishes that the site or structure are not historically or culturally significant." 

The City interviewed Gus Arriola, who is the subject of the potential historical association and 
determined that the evidence to support historical status was inconclusive. Furthermore, quite of bit of 
evidence was submitted to show that the existing structure is in an advanced state of disrepair and 
dilapidation. The City of Carmel performed a building inspection recently and ordered the structure to be 
red-tagged, prohibiting any person(s) from occupying the premises. The City order also requires the 
applicant to obtain a permit within 60 days to remove or rehabilitate the structure. Though a licensed 
preservation architect was not consulted, one cost estimate to repair/rehabilitate the existing damaged 
structure obtained from a general contractor suggest the cost may equal or exceed $200 per square foot 
or roughly $525,000. Moreover, based on the long list of repairs necessary to bring the structure back to 
habitable form, the structure will essentially have to be demolished in order to be repaired. As such, 
concerns regarding adverse impacts to community character and the resultant loss of potential historic 
resources must be weighed against the fact that the structure is unsafe and that it will require a near 
complete demolition in order to rebuild it and bring the structure back to a habitable form. 

Because the proposed new structure involves a variance greater than 10% of the City's current zoning 
ordinances, it too is the subject of this Coastal Development Permit. The architectural style of the 
proposed new house is similar to an English Cotswald cottage. The design is different from the 
architectural style of the existing structure, though it is not inconsistent with the eclectic flavor of other 
existing homes in the village. The 2, 700 square foot single family residence is similar in square footage 
to the existing house, but deviates from its predecessor in bulk. As mentioned above, the applicant 
intends to re-orient the replacement structure in a manner that requires the removal of trees and which 
may ultimately alter the streetscapes of 13th Avenue and Camino Real. It is precisely these aspects of the 
proposed project that raise a concern for the Commission, which is responsible for preserving the 
general character of the City until its LCP is certified. As such, the Commission cannot approve the 
project unless it is modified to maintain the same general size, scale, volume, and footprint as the 
existing structure, and that is consistent with the land use requirements and zoning ordinances of the 
City. 

Therefore, as conditioned, the proposed project is consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act and will not prejudice the City's ability to prepare and complete an LCP that is consistent with the 
Coastal Act. 

California Coastal Commission 
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Ill. Staff Recommendation on Coastal 
Development Permit 

Motion: I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit No. 3-01-085 
pursuant to the staff recommendation. 

Staff Recommendation of Approval. Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will 
result in approval of the permit as conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and 
findings. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

Resolution to Approve tlte Permit. The Commission hereby approves a coastal development 
permit for the proposed development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the 
development as conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal 
Act and will not prejudice the ability of the local government havingjurisdiction over the area to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the 
permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible 
mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any 
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no further 
feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any significant 
adverse impacts of the development on the environment.. 

IV. Conditions of Approval 

A.Standard Conditions 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 
commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the Permittee or authorized agent, 
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to 
the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the 
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a 
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the 
permit.must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by 
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the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files 
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, 
and it is the intention of the Commission and the Permittee to bind all future owners and 
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

B. Special Conditions. 

1. Revised Project Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT, the permittee shall submit two sets of City-approved revised final project plans for 
the Executive Director's review and approval, including site plan, elevations, landscaping, 
grading and drainage, and height study. The proposed building envelope shall include the 
approved residential dwelling, garage, patios, and decks or walkways. The revised final 
project plans shall also illustrate the exact dimensions of the structure, which shall not be 
more than 10% greater in size (square footage), height, and volume (bulk) to the existing 

• 

structure currently located on the property. Placement of the structure shall be within the • 
existing structural footprint including portions of the rear patio as shown on Exhibit D. All 
existing setbacks shall be maintained. The current non-conforming side yard setback for the 
garage along 13th Avenue may be maintained to preserve mature trees. There shall be no 
significant removal of trees or vegetation. 

V. Recommended Findings and Declarations 
The Commission finds and declares as follows: 

A.Project Description and Background 
The Applicant proposes to demolish an existing two-story, single family residence (approximately 2,635 
square feet) and construct in its place, a two-story 2,700 square foot single family residence at theSE 
comer of Camino Real and 13th A venue in the City of Carmel-by-the-Sea. Applicant also proposes 225 
square feet of walkways and patio site coverage along with a lot line adjustment creating two building 
sites, including the 6,900 square foot site of the proposed new house and a 4,000 square foot lot without 
a City-approved structure. The proposed main structure would occupy the north two-thirds of the 
existing building site and has an east-west orientation that predominately faces 13th Avenue. See Exhibit 
E. Although the applicant has submitted an application to the City of Carmel for a structure on the 4,000 
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square foot parcel created by the lot-line adjustment, the applicant has stated that he has not yet decided 
on whether he will construct the home if it is approved. As discussed below, however, the applicant has 
submitted a title report that shows that the parcels were merged by map and by deed to create one parcel 
(one building site) in 1972. Thus, under the existing lot configuration, there is one parcel (1 0,900 square 
feet) and one building site. 

Though the square footage and site coverage are roughly the same for the proposed and existing 
structures, the proposed new structure is much larger in bulk and volume. The proposed design retains 
and rehabilitates the existing garage within the same nonconforming garage setback (1 '). The City 
granted the applicant a variance to maintain the sub-standard setback. 

The site is bounded by public streets along both 13th A venue and Camino Real and is heavily forested 
with coast live oak. The interior of the parcel site contains several significant trees that provide screening 
for the existing structure. The new east-west orientation requires the removal of two significant trees, 
including a 17" coast live oak, an 8" two-sparred coast live oak, and significant pruning of another --a 
12" diameter spar from a 21" coast live oak. In addition, 7 limbs and canopy branches of various 
diameters will need to be removed during the course of construction. As mitigation for the tree removal 
and pruning, the City Forest and Beach Commission has required 6 upper canopy trees, such as 
Monterey pines, Monterey Cypress or coast redwoods be planted. The applicant has also stated that he 
will plant additional trees . 

According to the City staff report, the structure slated for demolition was originally constructed in 1921. 
A garage in was added in 1922 and a second story addition to the south wing in 1936. Subsequent 
modifications were made in 1954, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1978, and 1988. Much of the more recent 
modification was in the form of interior changes to plumbing, electrical, and some cabinetry. In 1978 a 
bathroom was added and another bathroom remodeled. Other than that, the structure appears to have 
retained many of its original exterior architectural features. A historical evaluation performed by Jones & 
Stokes Associates determined that the structure is eligible for historical designation under the California 
Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) criteria for associations with notable persons and architectural 
styling. The findings in the staff report prepared by the City of Carmel however state that the structure is 
not eligible for historical designation under local or state criteria. The basis for these findings is the 
personal testimony of Gus Arriola, a noted cartoonist associated with the structure and the fact that the 
home has been modified. 

In addition, a home inspection report found that the structural integrity of the house had been 
compromised and that a fair amount of reconstruction would be required to rehabilitate it. Subsequent 
letters submitted by the applicant from a structural engineer, architect, and the City have increasingly 
suggested that the structure is unsound, dilapidated, and should be removed. In August 2001, at the 
request of the applicant, the City Building Official inspected the house and issued a red-tag for the 
structure, requiring that it be rehabilitated or demolished. As of this time, the City has not declared the 
structure a public nuisance or otherwise invoked its police powers to order that the structure be removed. 
The applicant purchased the property and structure in August 2000 and has stated that he had been living 
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in the home up until the time the red-tag was issued (August 2001). The City's red-tag order requires 
that permits to demolis~ or rehabilitate be obtained within 60 days of date of issuance. Staff has 
contacted the City regarding this matter and has received word that no action will be taken by the City in 
this regard until after the Commission has acted on the applicant's coastal development permit. 

&.Standard of Review 
The City of Carmel-by-the-Sea is located entirely within the coastal zone but does not yet have a 
certified LCP. The Commission approved a Land Use Plan (LUP) and an Implementation Plan (IP) at 
different times in the early 1980s, but the City did not accept the Commission's suggested modifications. 
Thus, both the LUP and the IP remain uncertified. Until the Commission has certified the entire LCP 
submittal, the Commission retains coastal permitting authority over development within the City, for 
which the standard of review is the Coastal Act of 1976. 

The Commission has authorized a broad-ranging categorical exclusion within the City of Carmel 
(Categorical Exclusion E-77-13) that excludes from coastal permitting requirements most types of 
development not located along the beach and beach frontage of the City. The proposed development, 
however, is not excluded under Categorical Exclusion E-77 -13 because it involves demolition, and 
requires a variance greater than 10% of the applicable standards under the City's Zoning Ordinance, and 
requests a lot-line adjustment resulting in the creation of new building site (increases the allowable 
density of development on the affected parcel). As mentioned above, the applicant has received a 4-foot 
setback variance for the garage, which is approximately 80% greater than the City's applicable standard. 

The City is currently working on a new LCP submittal (both LUP and IP), funded in part by an LCP 
completion grant awarded by the Commission. This current City effort is focused on protecting the 
significant coastal resources found in Carmel, including the spectacular public beach and recreational 
amenities along the City's frontage, the urban forest that uniquely identifies Carmel as the City within 
the trees, the substantial riparian and habitat areas (such as Mission Trails Nature Preserve and 
Pescadero Canyon), and the unique community and visual character of Carmel as exhibited by the style, 
scale, and rich history of its residential, commercial, and civic architecture. Taken as a whole, these 
resources combine to form the special character of Carmel; a character that is separately a significant 
coastal resource worthy of protection in its own right. The City is making progress and anticipates that 
both the LUP and IP will be submitted for Commission review in December of this year. 

Nonetheless, unless and until the Commission has certified any future City LCP submittals, the 
Commission retains coastal permitting authority over non-excluded development within the City. As a 
result, although the City's current ordinances and policies can provide context and guidance, the 
standard of review for this application is the Coastal Act. 
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C.lssues Discussion 

1. Community Character 
The current project raises doubts about its consistency with Coastal Act Section 30253(5), which 
protects and preserves the character of special communities and neighborhoods. Coastal Act Section 
30253(5) states: 

Section 30253(5). New development shall where appropriate, protect special communities and 
neighborhoods which, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination 
points for recreational uses. 

Sections 30251 of the Coastal Act adds further protection to the scenic and view qualities of coastal 
areas: 

Section 30251. The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and 
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed 
to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of 
natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, 
where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality on visually degraded areas. New· 
development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California Coastline 
Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and Recreation and by 
local government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting. 

Carmel's Community Character 
Carmel, of course, is a very popular visitor destination, known as much for the style, scale, and rich 
history of its residential, commercial, and civic architecture, as for its renowned shopping area, forest 
canopy and white sand beach. The City is considered a "special community" under the Coastal Act due 
to its unique architectural and visual character. It is often stated that Carmel, along with such other 
special coastal communities as the town of Mendocino, is one of the special communities for which 
Coastal Act Section 30253(5) was written. Indeed, Carmel has been, and remains today, a spectacular 
coastal resource known the world over as an outstanding visitor destination. 

In particular, as a primarily residential community, the web of residential development in Carmel plays a 
key role in defining the special character of the City, as various architectural styles present reflect the 
historical influences that have existed over time. Carmel is distinctly recognized for its many small, 
well-crafted cottages. These modest, sometimes quaint residences are associated with the era in which 
Carmel was known for its resident artists and writers, and functioned as a retreat for university 
professors and other notables. These homes were nestled into the native Monterey pine/Coast live oak 
forest, on a grid of streets that was executed in a way that yielded to trees more than to engineering 
expediency. This was the context for Carmel's community life and its built character . 

California Coastal Commission 
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The demolition and replacement of existing residential buildings in Carmel have great potential to alter 
this special community character protected by the Coastal Act. In particular, these projects raise 
questions as to (1) whether or not an existing house represents the historical, architectural, scale, and 
environmental character of Carmel; and (2) if a replacement structure detracts from Carmel's character 
because of a modem design, tree removal, proposed house size, or other characteristics. 

The impacts of a residential demolition and rebuild on community character can depend on a variety of 
factors. For example, there are a number of cases where a house or houses were demolished and a 
single, much larger house constructed on the site. In other instances, a single house straddling a lot line 
has been demolished and two new, smaller houses were constructed. In either of these types of instances, 
the character of Carmel may or may not be preserved, depending on the context, but it is certainly 
changed, either through the increase in residential density or a change in mass and scale. The size of a 
house is one aspect of Carmel's character, but not all existing houses in Carmel are small. However, 
because the lots are almost all relatively small, about 4000 square feet, the general pattern of 
development is one of smaller houses. 

The architectural style of houses in Carmel is another aspect of the City's character. Many of the houses 
were built in the first quarter of the century in the Craftsman style; others resemble houses that might be 
found in an English village. Modem style houses, while they do exist, are not prevalent in Carmel. A 
residential demolition and rebuild project can both remove a structure that expresses the community 

• 

character, and result in a new structure that may not reflect the surrounding neighborhood character. • 

A third aspect of Carmel's character is the pine and oak dominated landscape. Although the forest 
landscape is not all natural - there has been enhancement over the years by tree planting - it pervades the 
City and is a defining characteristic of Carmel. Demolition often can result in tree damage and/or 
removal. New construction after demolition also may result in the loss of trees, especially if a new 
structure is built out to the maximum allowed by the zoning. And, the potential for the growth of the 
next generation of trees is reduced in proportion to the increase in hardscape because there is less room 
for seedlings to get started. 

The historic resource value of a structure is another important factor to consider when evaluating 
impacts to community character. In general, structures greater than 50 years old may be considered 
historic, depending on the results of a specific historic resource assessment. In some cases, depending 
on the persons associated with a structure, or the significance of a structure to Carmel's local history, a 
building may be deemed to be a historic resource by the City, the State Office of Historic Preservation, 
or other public agency. The Carmel Preservation Society also may have identified a structure as an 
historic structure, or a structure may be eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical 
Resources (CRHR), particularly if it is found to be a contributing element of the potential District One 
historical district in Carmel. (One consideration in the City's development of its LCP is the creation of 
historic districts. The City is assessing the viability of establishing a historic district where a critical 
mass of historical structures are known to exist. Structures located within one of these districts would be 
preserved and recognized for their contribution to the historical character of CarmeL) Finally, individual 
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structures may be historically significant because they convey the design principles of a distinctive 
artistic or architectural style, such as the Arts and Crafts movement, which is typical in Carmel. The 
landscaping of a site may also be part of such a style. 

Cumulative Community Character Impacts 
Recent trends in demolitions also raise concerns about the cumulative impacts of individual projects on 
Carmel's community character. It is important, therefore, that the effect of this particular 
demolition/rebuild be evaluated within the context of the larger pattern of demolition and rebuild over 
the years in Carmel. 

Over time, the character of Carmel has been changing as its older housing and commercial stock makes 
way for new, usually larger in size and scale, developments. According to the Commission's permit 
tracking database, approximately 650 projects involving development have received coastal 
development permit authorization in Carmel since 1973. The overwhelming majority of these involved 
residential development of one sort or another ranging from complete demolition and rebuild to small 
additions to existing structures. It is likely that this number undercounts this trend inasmuch as the 
Commission's database was created in 1993 and, while every effort was made to capture archival 
actions, the database may not reflect every single such action taken. In addition, due in part to the City's 
categorical exclusion, it is not clear how many projects involving substantial remodel (but not complete 
demolition) have taken place over the years . 

In contrast, the Commission's database for the period since 1990 is fairly robust. Since 1990, there have 
been roughly 185 coastal permit applications in Carmel. Of these, approximately 150 projects (or over 
80%) involve some form of demolition, rebuilding and/or substantial alteration of residential housing 
stock in Carmel. This comes out to roughly 14 such residentially related projects per year since 1990; 
nearly all of these have been approved. Other than the three year period from 1992 - 1994 when a total 
of 13 applications were received, the number of development proposals in Carmel had been fairly 
constant until 2000. However, in the year 2000 alone, the Commission had received 44 applications; a 
full quarter of all applications received by the Commission for development in Carmel in the last decade. 
Of these 44 applications received in the year 2000, 33 of these involved some form of demolition, 
rebuilding and/or substantial alteration of residential structures. Thus far, in 2001, more than 20 
applications have been received; 16 of these involved residential demolitions/alterations. As of this 
writing, another dozen or so demolitions are in various stages of City Planning review. Clearly the trend 
for demolition/rebuild/substantial remodel has been magnified in current years as demand for Carmel 
properties has outstripped the limited supply represented by the approximately 3,200 parcels within the 
boundaries of this small town. As this trend has continued, it has become increasingly difficult to 
conclude that the demolition of residential structures is not significantly changing the unique character of 
Carmel. 

Prejudice to LCP Planning Efforts 
In addition to the direct concerns with whether a particular demolition is consistent with Coastal Act 
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Section 30253(5), there is real concern that the individual and cumulative impact of changes in 
community character, primarily through the approval of residential demolitions, in the City of Carmel
by-the-Sea may prejudice the City's efforts to prepare and complete a certified LCP that is consistent 
with the Coastal Act. The Coastal Act provides in Section 30604(a): 

Prior to certification of the local coastal program, a coastal development permit shall be issued 
if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the proposed development is in 
conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) and that the permitted development 
will not prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare a local coastal program that is 
in conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). A denial of a coastal 
development permit on grounds it would prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare 
a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200) 
shall be accompanied by a specific finding which sets forth the basis for that conclusion. 

It is not entirely clear whether and to what extent the history of demolition/rebuild/remodel has altered 
the special community character aesthetic of Carmel that is protected by the Coastal Act. The 
Commission has not undertaken a formal cumulative impact assessment of such a trend to date. There is 
little doubt that structures within the City have generally been getting larger, and that many structures of 
at least some individual historical and other value have been demolished. The difficulty is that the 
Commission cannot necessarily ensure that continuation of residential demolitions and rebuilds will 

• 

protect Carmel's community character. In other words, such projects may be prejudicing the City's • 
completion of an LCP that is consistent with the Coastal Act. 

Part of the reason for this is that although the elements that define the City's community character can be 
generally described (as discussed above; e.g., "the City in the forest", architectural style, historic value, 
scale, etc.), there has yet to be completed a comprehensive assessment and articulation of how all of 
these factors interact to define Carmel's character. Although individual projects may raise many 
concerns, depending on the facts of the structure, the nature of the proposal, the context of the 
development, etc., there are no planning standards and ordinances that provide a clear framework for 
whether a project meets the requirements of the Coastal Act - i.e., to protect the special community 
character of Carmel. 

To implement the community character protection requirements of the Coastal Act, the Commission has 
always emphasized the importance of having local communities define their community character 
through a local planning process, so that a Local Coastal Program, when certified, will meet both the 
community's vision and understanding of its character, and the requirements of the Coastal Act. 
Although the Coastal Act provides a more general statewide policy framework for protecting community 
character, the details, for example, of whether particular types of structures should be deemed to be 
historic, or whether certain architectural styles reflect the character of a community, need to be 
developed through a local planning process such as that provided by the LCP process of the Coastal Act. 

As mentioned earlier, the City of Carmel is currently finishing up a community planning process to 
determine, among other things, the basis for defining Carmel's community character, and ways to protect 
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and preserve that character consistent with the Coastal Act. It is anticipated that the City will be 
submitting both a Land Use Plan and an Implementation Plan to the Commission for review in 
December of 2001. In the meantime, though, Coastal Act Section 30253 requires that individual 
projects not have direct or cumulative adverse impacts on Carmel's character; and Section 30604 
requires that individual projects not raise significant concerns about consistency with Section 30253, lest 
they prejudice the completion of an LCP consistent with the Coastal Act. As discussed above, the 
cumulative residential demolition trend in Carmel has made it increasingly difficult to conclude that 
these projects are not significantly changing the special community character of Carmel. Although each 
project must be judged on its individual circumstances, the cumulative context necessarily shapes these 
judgements, precisely because the community character of a place is in part the sum total of its parts. 

Because the more specific features that define Carmel's character, as well as their relative significance, 
is yet to be decided, it is important to focus on measures of significant change to community character so 
that the completion of an LCP consistent with the Coastal Act is not prejudiced. Thus, the Commission 
can be assured that projects that do not result in significant changes in the various features of Carmel's 
community character, will not prejudice the completion of an LCP consistent with section 30253. 
Examples of such measures of change in community character include the following types of questions: 

Would the proposed project: 

• Result in a 10% or greater increase in the gross square footage, height, or footprint (site coverage) 
from that which is currently present (the 10% measure reflects the standards of the Coastal Act for 
evaluating replacements of structures destroyed by a disaster (section 30610))? 

• Result in the removal of any significant (i.e., 6" or greater in diameter) native pine, willow, cypress, 
or oak trees? Or, even if no trees are removed, involve sufficient limb removal to be a significant loss 
of forest canopy? 

• Involve a structure greater than 50 years old for which the City has not performed a historic resource 
assessment (i.e., the potential historic value of the structure is uncertain)? 

• Modify a structure deemed to be a historic resource by the City, the State Office of Historic 
Preservation, the Carmel Preservation Society, or other public agency or knowledgeable entity (since 
the value of the historic resource within the context of the community has not yet been defined, the 
demolition of such structures may prejudice the LCP)? 

• Not identify a City-approved replacement structure (i.e., the project is a "speculative" demolition and 
thus by definition has an uncertain impact on community character)? 

• Facilitate an increase in residential density (a common type of application is to demolish one house 
that straddles two parcels, to allow a replacement house on each parcel)? 

• Facilitate replacement of traditional architecture style in favor of contemporary or modernistic styles 
(from the visitor's perspective, rustic cottage and Craftsman styles are those most likely 
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representative of Carmel's architectural traditions)? 

Specific Project Impacts and Coastal Act Consistency Analysis 
As discussed below, the proposed demolition and rebuild raises significant concerns about consistency 
with Coastal Act section 30253(5). Because it will result in a number significant changes to aspects of 
Carmel's community character, it must be modified to be found consistent with Section 30253(5) of the 
Coastal Act. 

Demolition of the Existing House 
The existing house located on-site is 80 years old and has been modified several times, yet it retains 
much of its original integrity. The structure slated for demolition was originally constructed in 1921 and 
subsequently modified in 1922, 1936, 1954, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1978, and 1988. In 1922, the garage was 
added; a second story, approximately 635 square feet, was added to the structure in 1936. Much of the 
additional modification was in the form of interior changes to plumbing, electrical, and some cabinetry. 
In 1978 a bathroom was added and another bathroom remodeled. Other than that, the structure appears to 
have retained much of its original exterior architectural features. See Exhibit F. 

• 

The c. 1921 structure is not currently listed on any state or local roster of historical or architecturally 
important structures in the City. The original historic context statement prepared in 1990 noted the 
structure's contribution to the stock of Craftsman homes built in the City's early architectural • 
development. It contended that the house was built for Joseph Hooper, one of the original and most 
senior players on the Abalone League baseball team. The statement also mentions that the house was 
sold to famed-cartoonist Gus Arriola in the late 1960's. Mr. Arriola lived and worked there with his 
family for twelve years. See Exhibit G. 

A more recent historical evaluation performed by Jones & Stokes Associates (June 1999) determined 
that the structure is eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), as a 
contributing element of a potential historic district (See Exhibit H). One consideration in the City's 
development of its LCP is the creation of historic districts. The City is assessing the viability of 
establishing a historic district where a critical mass of historical structures are known to exist. Structures 
located within one of these districts would be preserved and recognized for their contribution to the 
historical character of Carmel. The structure under evaluation in this project is on the southern border of 
the potential District One, historic district. Although the Carmel Preservation Foundation (CPF) 
volunteer survey described the southern extent of the potential District One boundary as 13th A venue, 
such boundaries typically run through the middle of blocks so that streetscapes are preserved. Therefore, 
the properties on the first lots south of 13th Avenue might be considered for inclusion in the potential 
District One historic district. 

The Jones & Stokes evaluation states that the house is individually significant ·at the local, state, and 
national level for its association with the life and work of cartoonist Gus Arriola. The report observes 
that the house and studio are directly associated with a critical period in Mr. Arriola's career. Notably, 
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the report claims that "the house has been little changed since the Arriola's lived there and retains its 
integrity under his association." 

The evaluation also determined that the house is eligible for listing in the CRHR for its individual 
contributions to the Arts and Crafts movement. "It conveys the design principles of the Arts and Crafts 
movement, the landscaping principles of this movement, and reflects the design traditions typical of 
early residential development in Carmel." Architectural elements of the house proposed for demolition, 
typical of the Arts and Crafts movement include: the creation of a semi-enclosed back patio compliments 
of the U-shaped architectural design and the use of natural materials (wood shingles, stone paving 
materials, wood framing, tri-partite slider and casement window, rubble-stone chimney's, etc). The 
landscaping on-site is also typical of the Arts and Crafts movement with natural plantings of a variety of 
species, sizes, and locations, informal landscapes of the front and side yard, and large canopy trees at the 
front of the yard integrate the house into a natural setting. The house also exhibits the qualities typical of 
the design traditions of early residential block development in Carmel, including the U-shaped design 
with the long side of the U oriented toward the ocean, siting of the house at the south edge of the lot with 
large front-yard setback, and the detached garage along the edge of the street. 

The City, in its review of the subject application, came to a different conclusion regarding the historical 
significance of the structure. In the course of investigating the historicity of the structure, the City 
determined that the house was not eligible for designation as significant because it did not (1) convey the 
cultural heritage of Carmel, (2) was not the site of an important event, (3) did not convey the 
significance of an important person, and ( 4) was not architecturally significant within the context of the 
Historic Context Statement for Carmel-by-the-Sea. The City's report reasoned that the structure did not 
convey any cultural heritage because Gus Arriola did not live in the house while he was actively 
participating in forging Carmel's cultural heritage (based on Mr. Arriola's own account). Furthermore, 
there was no indication that significant events took place at the house or that the house was directly 
associated with any person(s) who significantly contributed to the development of the community. The 
City also found that the Craftsman style of architecture was not indicative of an architecturally 
exemplary or significant residence of Carmel. See Exhibit I. 

Notwithstanding these prior decisions, the Commission is obligated to review the project's impacts to 
community character pursuant to its coastal development permitting authority. In addition, as 
summarized above, historic character is but one factor in evaluating the contribution of an individual 
structure to community character, particularly in a community such as CarmeL In this case, first and 
foremost, there is considerable uncertainty as to the historic character of the house when considered in 
the context of Carmel not having a certified LCP. The historic survey and evaluation prepared in 1999 
determined the structure to possess historical associations with notable persons and architecture. 
Nonetheless, based on the accounts of Mr. Arriola himself, the City overrode the findings of the historic 
evaluation and they had the discretion to do so. 

Similarly, the existing structure may also contribute to Carmel's character by virtue of its architectural 
design. The house does exhibit examples of the classic Craftsman architecture of its period. As 
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mentioned above, the Jones & Stokes Associates historical evaluation contends that that house is a 
important example of the Craftsman style because it reflects the design traditions typical of early 
residential development in Carmel. 

Architectural elements of the house that convey the Arts and Crafts philosophy include the U
shaped plan and resulting creation of a front patio and semi-enclosed back patio; the honest use 
of materials such as wood shingles, stone paving materials, and course rubble stone in the three 
chimneys, and; the wood frame, tri-partite, slider and casement windows. (Jones & Stokes 
evaluation, page 2). 

As mentioned earlier, the City found that the Craftsman style of architecture was not indicative of an 
architecturally exemplary or significant residence of Carmel. Furthermore, in its staff report, the City 
makes a finding that the house is dilapidated and in a severe state of disrepair, including a potential 
threat to health and safety. The City made its assessment based on a City inspection of the home and the 
home inspection report performed by Markey Construction Inc., which contended that the foundation 
and structure of the house had been compromised and are in need of repair. It estimated that a fair 
amount of reconstruction would be necessary to rehabilitate the structure, but did not determine that the 
structure is uninhabitable or that it should be condemned. See Exhibit J. 

Similarly, staff received a letter that concludes the house is unsafe for habitation based on an inspection 
report of the structure performed by Uyeda & Associates Engineering on May 23, 2001. The letter states 
that there are no shear elements in the walls or perimeter foundation, no concrete footings under the pier 
blocks, the anchor bolts are too small, that the chimney is not reinforced, and the mortar is deteriorated. 
Finally, the letter states that rehabilitating the structure would be more costly than the proposed 
demolition and construction of the new home. No actual cost estimate was contained in the letter. The 
letter from Mr. Uyeda does acknowledge that the house withstood the 7.1 magnitude Lorna Prieta 
earthquake with minimal damage. See Exhibit K. 

Staff has received subsequent letters and recommendations from Uyeda Associates, the City of Carmel 
Building Inspector, and a licensed architect. Though there is still some debate as to whether or not the 
structure could be rehabilitated (based on cost and engineering feasibility), each of the correspondents 
ultimately recommend that the structure be demolished. Uyeda Associates strongly recommends that the 
structure be demolished because retrofitting the existing structure would be far more costly than building 
the new house and would necessitate a major redesign. The City of Carmel's Building Official inspected 
the structure at the request of the applicant and opined that the structure and detached garage have 
outlived their useful lives and are in a state of disrepair and dilapidation. The City concludes that the 
structural deficiencies are so severe as to declare the buildings substandard, dangerous, and 
uninhabitable. A red-tag order was placed on the structure August 8, 2001 requiring that all necessary 
permits to repair or demolish be obtained within 60 days of said order. Although the City's 
recommendation strongly suggests that the structure be demolished, the City has not concluded that the 
structure is a public nuisance and has not ordered the nuisance to be abated. Staff has contacted the City 
regarding this matter and has received word that no action will be taken on the red-tag order until after 
the Commission has acted on the applicant's coastal development permit. See Exhibit L. 
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Another letter from Uyeda Associates and one from Paul Tickner Architects concurred with the City's 
assessment based on the current condition of the house, however both took exception to the City's 
assertion that the structure be rehabilitated as one alternative to outright demolition. As a matter of 
practicality, both firms indicate it would cost as much or more to rehabilitate as compared to 
constructing the new structure and from an engineering standpoint, the structure would not be able to 
withstand the movement necessary to shore the foundation and add bracing to walls. Actual cost 
estimates for the rehabilitation versus the new construction were not provided. Furthermore, in order to 
address all the deficiencies necessary to rehabilitate the existing structure would essentially amount to a 
demolition. Thus, rehabilitation is not a viable alternative. One cost estimate to repair I rehabilitate the 
existing structure was obtained from a general contractor which suggest the cost may equal or exceed 
$200 per square foot. The contractor noted that he had experience building houses in the greater 
Monterey peninsula area, including Carmel, but did not state whether he had any experience in 
rehabilitating aged structures. See Exhibit M. 

As with the arguments for historical association with important persons, uncertainty exists with respect 
to the importance of the structure for its contribution to architectural style. Part of the debate is to what 
degree any individual structure is architecturally significant within the larger context of architectural 
resources of the City. In order to adequately evaluate this, the Commission must weigh, among other 
things, the amount of reconstruction and retrofitting (effort) that will be necessary to make the structure 
sound. In this case, rehabilitation or retrofitting will amount to nearly complete reconstruction of the 
structure; in which case it appears that a total demolition is essentially required to facilitate the process. 
Furthermore, the second-story addition on top of single wall construction simply may not lend itself to 
being rehabilitated. Thus, while the Craftsman architectural style is clearly important to Carmel's 
residential character, as evidenced by the debate summarized above, it is not clear that the existing 
structure in its present condition is capable of rehabilitation. 

Certainly, demolition of the existing structure and replacement with a new structure of different design 
will result in a change in architectural styles and the issue of character has yet to be resolved and 
embodied within an LCP. However, given the circumstances, it would be imprudent to require a 
structure not be demolished when it is clear that it may not be capable of rehabilitation. Thus, even 
though the Commission is unable to conclude that demolition of this structure will not result in a loss of 
character by virtue of its architectural design and potential historical value, there are overriding factors 
that allow for demolition of the structure. In this particular instance, the overriding factors for 
consideration are the structures current state of disrepair, questionable historical architecture, and the 
cost and feasibility associated with rehabilitation. Therefore, even though demolition of this structure 
may result in irreversible adverse impacts to community character resources, based on the existing 
structure's current state of disrepair and associated rehabilitation cost, demolition of the structure is on 
balance consistent with Coastal Act Section 30253. Furthermore, demolition of the structure will not 
prejudice the City's ability to prepare and adopt a certified Local Coastal Program consistent with the 
Coastal Act. Therefore the demolition is consistent with Coastal Act section 30604(a) . 
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Lot-Line Adjustment 
Lot-line adjustments resulting in the creation of new building sites or increasing the allowable density of 
development on the affected parcels are not excluded under the City's categorical exclusion order E-77-
13. As such, the Commission retains original permitting jurisdiction over this development activity. 

The area of the site as it currently exists is 10,900 square feet. The proposed lot line adjustment would 
create two buildable lots of 6,900 square feet and 4,000 square feet. The proposed new structure would 
be located on the north parcel (6,900 square feet) leaving the south parcel undeveloped at this time. 
However, according to the title report provided by the applicant, several pre-existing lots and parts of 
others were merged by map and by deed to create one parcel, (and one building site) on November 8, 
1972 (See Exhibit N). Thus, there is only one legal lot of record, and therefore no lot-lines to adjust. The 
applicant has requested that the lot-line adjustment be withdrawn from the application. If the applicant 
wishes to pursue a land division in the future, he will need to pursue this with the City and apply for a 
Coastal Development Permit with the Commission. 

Proposed New Structure 
The parcel is currently developed with a single family dwelling. The site is bounded by public streets 
along both 13th Avenue and Camino Real that is heavily forested with coast live oak. The interior of the 
parcel site contains several significant trees that provide screening for the existing structure. The existing 

• 

house has a 32' front-yard setback and with the exception of the garage, is setback more than 15' from • 
13th Avenue as well. Although larger than many of the customary Carmel cottages, the existing structure, 
site orientation, and forest characteristics are typical of the Carmel experience. 

The proposed two-story house is 24 feet in height, approximately 18 inches shorter than the second-story 
addition on the south wing of the existing structure. The architectural style of the proposed single family 
residence is similar to an English Cottswald cottage. The roof design is complex with many roof planes 
and very steeply pitched gables that reach their apex without flattening. As a result, even though the 
square footage of the existing and proposed homes is similar, the volume of the proposed house is much 
larger. See Exhibit 0. The proposal retains and rehabilitates the existing garage and same 
nonconforming garage setback of 1 foot. A variance was obtained from the City to maintain the 
nonconformity to preserve existing trees at the rear of the residence. 

Natural materials are used throughout. For example, the chimney and building fascia are made of Carmel 
stone veneer. The roof is Cedar wood shingle. Windows, doors, timbers, and trim are Redwood. The 
front walkway and small porches are likewise Carmel stone. The combination of eclectic design and 
natural materials is compatible with the materials and designs used elsewhere in the homes around 
Carmel. (Exhibit P). 

The applicant proposes to reorient the new structure in an east-west configuration. As a result of the new 
orientation, the front yard setback is reduced from 32' (existing) to 16' (proposed). This design also 
requires the removal of two significant trees, including a 17" coast live oak, an 8" two-sparred coast live 
oak, and significant pruning of another --a 12" diameter spar from a 21" coast live oak. In addition, 7 
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limbs and canopy branches of various diameters will need to be removed during the course of 
construction. As mitigation for the tree removal and pruning, the City Forest and Beach Commission has 
required 6 upper canopy trees, such as Monterey pines, Monterey Cypress or coast redwoods to be 
planted. The applicant has stated that one of the oaks to be removed is diseased, though there is no 
discussion of this in the City's Forest and Beach Commission staff report. The applicant has also stated 
that he will plant additional trees. See Exhibit Q. 

The subject parcel is located within the city limits of the City of Carmel. The existing building site, 
though currently developed, is more than twice the size as the average 4,000 square foot lot. Parcels in 
the vicinity of the subject parcel are developed with single family dwellings at densities less than the 
average. There are oversized parcels (i.e.,> 4,000 sq. ft.) on the remaining three comers (NE, NW, and 
SW) of Camino Real and 13th Avenue. Additionally there are another nine oversized parcels within less 
than a half-block radius of the applicant's parcel. (Exhibit R) 

All utilities are connected to the existing house on this site. There are adequate public services for the 
proposed new house. Parking is adequate. Additionally, the proposed new house meets City 
requirements for maximum height, floor area, and site coverage. A side-yard variance was granted for 
the retention and rehabilitation of the garage. Neither the demolition nor the new construction would 
adversely or significantly affect any significant public view. The area is developed with urban services in 
an area able to accommodate the replacement of the existing house with a new one . 

As described previously, to implement community character protection requirements of the Coastal Act, 
the Commission evaluates projects and measures a project's impact on coastal resources across a number 
of variables. These changes are also evaluated in the overall context of changes in community character. 
Because the more specific features that define Carmel's character, as well as their significance, has yet to 
be decided, it is important to focus on measures of significant change to community character so that the 
completion of an LCP consistent with the Coastal Act is not prejudiced. One such criterion is whether 
the development will result in more than a 1 0% increase in the gross square footage, height, or volume. 
Other measures of change in community character, though, include changes in architectural style, 
demolition of notable or historic buildings, the removal of significant vegetation or trees, changes in the 
footprint, any development that facilitates an increase in residential density, etc. Each of these factors 
must be evaluated separately and together as a whole. 

As discussed above, the proposed rebuild is only slightly larger in square footage, though by design, it is 
much larger in volume. The new structure will be reoriented in an east-west configuration parallel with 
13th Avenue. The architectural styling is different than that currently existing on site, however it is 
consistent with other modem eclectic homes in Carmel. The proposed project may involve demolition of 
a historical structure, yet its current structural soundness has been called into question and it is likely that 
demolition would also be required to rehabilitate the existing structure. Trees will be removed, though 
the applicant is required to replant several (6) upper canopy trees in their place. Finally, because there is 
no lot-line adjustment, the project will not affect residential density . 
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Thus, given the site considerations and the parameters of the proposed project, the real question is 
whether the new structure preserves the current ambient quality and character of the site and the overall 
character along Camino Real and 13th Avenue. As proposed, the answer is no. The replacement structure 
is much larger in volume and the change in orientation and relocation of the house combined with the 
removal of significant vegetation increases the potential for this design to alter the streetscape 
significantly. However, if the proposed project is modified to reduce the volume of the structure and 
reorient the placement of the new structure in roughly the same footprint as the existing structure, 
without the need to remove any trees, then the Commission can find that in the larger context of 
community character, the proposed demolition and rebuild would not significantly change the 
community character of the area. Lacking specific guidance from an approved Local Coastal Program, 
the Coastal Act provides guidance concerning what would constitute a significant increase in the size, 
scale, and bulk of a structure. One example, Coastal Act Section 30610 (g)(l)), allows for disaster 
replacement of any structure up to 110% of the existing size (floor area), height, and bulk1 (volume), but 
also qualifies that the replacement structure must be sited in the same location on the affected property. 
The California Code of Regulations § 13250 requires a Coastal Development Permit for all 
improvements to single family residences greater than 10% larger in floor size and height. Thus, by 
extension, in order for the Commission to conclude that development will not result in significant 
impacts, the proposed development must be within 10% of the size, height, and bulk of any existing 
development and should be sited in the same location. In this case, the proposed development exceeds 

• 

the limitation in bulk and deviates from the existing placement of the house. In order to be consistent • 
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act, the applicant will need to scale down the proposed project 
to be within 10% of size (square footage), height, and volume, andre-site the replacement structure on 
the existing footprint. Special Condition #1 identifies the limits for a new structure that would be 
consistent with the above finding and Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 

Thus, as proposed, the new structure is not consistent with 30253(5) of the Coastal Act. However, if 
modified to not to be greater than 10% larger in size, volume, height, and remain within the existing 
footprint as the affected structure, the proposed new house will conform to the Chapter 3 policies of the 
Coastal Act. Special Condition 1 requires the applicant to submit revised plans approved by the City, 
which meet the above criteria. 

Likewise, for the reasons discussed above, the project, if modified, preserves the current ambient quality 
and character of the site and the overall character along Camino Real. Thus, in the larger context of 
community character, the proposed demolition and rebuild will not significantly change the community 
character of the area. 

Additionally, the project will not otherwise impact public access or view opportunities available to the 
coast. Therefore, the Commission finds that the project, as modified, is consistent with Coastal Act 
Policy 30604(a) in that approval of the project has been found consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of 

1 Bulk is the total interior cubic volume as measured from the exterior surface of the structure. The existing structure has been estimated at 
31,660 cubic feet. 
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the Coastal Act and will not prejudice development of the LCP in conformance with Chapter 3 policies 
of the Coastal Act. 

D.California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires that a specific finding be made in 
conjunction with coastal development permit applications showing the application to be consistent with 
any applicable requirements of CEQA. Section 21 080.5( d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed 
development from being approved ifthere are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures 
available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on 
the environment. 

The Coastal Commission's review and analysis of land use proposals has been certified by the Secretary 
of Resources as being the functional equivalent of environmental review under CEQ A. This staff report 
has discussed the relevant coastal resource issues with the proposal and is incorporated into this finding, 
and has recommended appropriate mitigation to address adverse impacts to said resources. Accordingly, 
the project is being approved subject to conditions which implement the mitigating actions required of 
the Applicant by the Commission (see Special Conditions). Any public comments regarding this project 
have been addressed in these findings. As such, the Commission finds that only as modified and 
conditioned by this permit will the proposed project not have any significant adverse effects on the 
environment within the meaning of CEQ A. 
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f 

' •' 

'· 

RE: GARY MARTIN {PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 3-01-85) 

Dear Ms. Grove: 

Please accept this letter as a request by the applicant, Gary Martin, to withdraw that portion of 
the Coastal Commission permit application involving the lot line adjustment application for·his 
property in Carmel. 

I. 

Based on the discussions the applicant has had with your staff, as well discussions I have had 

• 

with your counsel, Diane Landry, it is apparently the Commission's contention that the language • 
of Government Code §66499 .20Yz enacted in 1993 controls whether a parcel map filed twenty 
plus years ago before the enactment of the statute had the effect of merging legal parcels. The 
Commission staff has also communicated that opinion to the City of Carmel. 

In order to avoid that issue further delaying the Commission's reconsideration of the demolition 
of Mr. Martin's home, which the Commission is scheduled to take up at next month's bearing, 
please accept this letter as a request that the portion of the application involving the lot line 
adjustment be withdrawn. My client would appreciate confirmation from you at your earliest 
convenience that this matter will be heard on the November agenda as was represented to the 
Commission at the last meeting. 

Sincerely, 

ALL:ncs 
cc: Mr. Gary Martin 

Members, California Coastal Commission 
Mr ... Pet~rDougl?-8 

'-_\:;;,-.,,_,, 
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Exhibit f 
Photos of Existing Structure • 

3-01-085 
Gary Martin 



FROM : ENID PHONE NO. 831 625 0566 Jun 

• 

Post-it" Fax Note EXHIBIT NO. G 
State of California ·- The Resources Ageney 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

IMARY RECORD 

Othw U~;til'lgs 

..,_ ______________ R_e_vl_ew_coo_E>-=.,·-=--=-==--~eviQWer 

Page __L_ ol _2_ 
•ReSQurca Namu <:lt #: # l 0 281 21 Wild Bo..ru:.J.p . ...,n"-------

f"'. Olll.&r klentltler. Mary Pardow Hoo~""'H...,o~·U""~"''e'-----

· ,p. I cf' 2. 
at' c(lifomia Coastal Commission 

•P2. ~lon; D Not tor Pu'blleatlon Ia Unraslr!c!ied a. county -LI\1J.),_,f~lt"'e'"'-r~ev.:.-------------'---
b. VSGS7.5'Quad Dat.-a ___ T .,..__...;R __ _; __ 1/401 __ 1/4o1Sec __; ---·--·, _. B.M. 

e. Addr>J•~ S WCorner 13th Camino ReaL__~~- City Carmel CA ,~Zip f1.921 
d. VTM: (Gl~ more than one for large and/or ili'IQa' t'aat,Jra) Zone -~-, 55 mE/ 31 ' _ mN --------:-
e. Otner l,.oeallonlll Data: (e.g. parcbl #, legal aescllpt~:m. r.llreC:JO<'l$ to re~ourca, t>IOvllti(>!\, addilic!'la! UTMs, ale. as approprialll) ,, 

·~.: 
Block BB Lots 2, 4, and part of 6 

~Paa. Description! (Describe resource and Its major el\llments. \nclud~ dGSI9n. mtllorlaiS. condition. af.·~rmlon:a. size, $&UI1g, ano bounaarltrS.) 

-::.This is a Craftsman house very typical of Carmel's early archjtecturl.il development. It has a large irregular 
shape of one story with a two story addition in the rear. Its west elevation is asymmetrical with a classic 
river stone chimney in the front and a bay window on the Ldt corner. It has wood windows which have a 
lixed center pane with mul~ioned sid,3 sliders.T11e wood frarning is clad with shingles finshe.d at· the bottom 
with dapboard siding. The roof is gabled and covered with cornpm.ition shing,le:s and it has overhanging 
eaVe$ with exposed rafters.At the rear there is another wing at the north side of the house. The entry 
porch is of stone, covered with ivy. The property is surrounded by a four foot high grape stake fence 
containing a gate pointed in the center with an arched trellis,. A charming sign denoting the house as the 
Wild Boar Inn is on the gate. There is a double garage facing Thineenth Strf:et with clapboard sid!ng, a 
gabled roof and braced wooden doors . 

•P3b. ~esource Attributes: 

D Other (l.sota!es. ere.) 

P5b. DwscripUon or F't10!o: (VIew. date. <t\C ) 

Wes!.~,_,le""'v_,ac!.tl~·o:.!.n:.... -------

"P6, Data Constructed{Age and Sources: 
C1 Prehlstod¢ !lil Hlsloric 0 Both 

_a_ullt in 1921 -·--

*P1. Owne1' .and .Address: 

"""~- Mr~ Michael Leaton · 
P.O. Bgtc 223200.~--

. Carmel CA 93n2 

*Pil. 1'\e·~orded by; (Name, al!lllauon, uucress) 

Ann Cottingham 
elliJstoric Survev 

Box J959Carmel. CA 

05/24/1990 
*P1 o. Survcy Type: {Desert!><!) 

Tnten~su·iv~e~----------------
__y'Q]_l,mte~r 

L---~--------------·---~-------------= ~&amre.beosive Surve;::~
Histf:LcicCo!Jl.G.Kt Statemer.J.:Q.cepared hy Leslie Heumann and •P11. Report Clt11tion: -(CII& ~urv10y !'11portjother souro~il or 'Mne") 

Glory Anne Laffey in 1996. ----···---·-
•ttttacilmcnts: 0 NONE II L<:><:al!oo Map ·= $kstcl'l Mils:> C Conum:;:tll(>ll Sh~! fa Building. Structure ana Ot>wct R~coro 

CJ Al'c!uleologlcal ~ 0 D!S!rict Recot-.~ C '-'"""' :::o.'lture fW<:o:c C Mllltng StiiliQI1 Rccoro 
CJ ~otograpl'l .Accord 0 Olh<~>r: {LIS~) ___ ,___ ·-----·----

0 Rock Art Racora 0 AAIIact Recor<:l 

•Required lnlormahon 



FROM : ENID PHONE NO. 831 625 0566 Jun. 19 2001 08:19PM P2 

·---- i 
-------------------------------- ! 

· P119e _Lot _2_ *NI'IH.P StaUJ£ Coda 

•rtesoW'Oe Name or#: 10 282 21 Wild Boar Inn 
~1. Hl1>torte Nam•: Mary Pardow Hoeper~"----~---------~----------
S2. Common Namo: Wild Boar Inn 
B:l. Or•glnal U•e: Single Family ·----i-4. Pre$tnt Us11; __ R--l:{ . ...,e=·s=id""e"""n..,_tl..,· a,....l ________ ...:....__ 

•as. Arcl'lilfl<:lural Style: _ _,C..;.~C~.~oa,...ft~m~.,~a..,.n"-_________________________ _,_ __ 
•as. Co•~tlru.;11on HI$IOI'Y: (ConslrudiOI'I dale, al141lilllono, and dal• ollllleratlons.) 

Build 4/21 #196 Joe 0 Hooper $6500 -Garage 6/2/22 #422 J.G. Hooper $300- 2nd Story Add. 19$Q 
J.G. Hooper- Add bath & remodel #78-184 10/16/78 Brayton Wilbur $5000 ln 1969 Owner Gu~ ,Yriola 
adjusted lot lines ·~. , 

•B7. Moved? li\1 No 0 Yes Ll Unknown Oala: Original LO<:.atlon; • l .. : 

"18. Aelaled Features: 

Garage 

B9a. Ar<:hlled: NA b. aulld&r: _...nU.lk"'-'n""'ow..:.:..i.!n'---------------
•atro: stgl'ltJte~ne~t: TMt\'10 Residential An::hhecture . Araa Monrere:y: .!=C~o~u.un.;.,;tv(__ _______ _ 

~riOd of SlgnlllC8tlce 1900 • 1940 Pt~ TYPQ ~ .-,pptlcatltll Cruerla --1..::)....::.!_ __ 
(Discuss Importance ln terms of 1\lstorlcal or atcl\!!q:;tura! contOXll!.$ d.,tlned by tt>orM, ~ll¢d. 8:1'\d 0$0QtllPhlc s~:op ... I'J:so address lntllgrity.) 

• 

This holl$e was built in 1921 for Joseph Hooper, who was one of the original and most senior of the 
ph'l.yers on the Abalone League team. One of the trophies, The Silver Hooper Cup was an ornate stove top 
d<mated by Tal Josslyn. Gus Arriola celebrated cartoonist ofGordo fame, boughtthe house from: Tom 
Hooper, Joseph's son in the late 1960s and lived there with his family for twelve years. Arriola haq worked 
for MGM in Hollywood where he met his wife, a cartoonist who worked for Walt Disney and wis'the 
Mary Frances Sevier in his Gordo strip. In 1972 the house was purchased by the Brayton Wilburs of San 
fr<tncisco. He was with his father's well known imparting firm Wilbur Ellis. The Wilburs owned the house • 
until1993 and as their daughter Clare reports, enjoyed marvelous times in their much loved house on 
wt!.ekends and summers for over r.venty years. 

EXHIBIT NO. G. 
APP!!94B9-NJ~r-

!Jr-~4,'Yt4rl §.·rvUj 

s11. Adumon.al Resource .-Jtrtt:lutes.: (LI&t mlrll'lut9S and oo<ltll) ---~H""P-"2'-'-. ...,SAiin...;gl>Lle~F"""am~il,..y~P__,_r~o,t<.p.:.:.erw.t~v-...., .2. 4~ dt cautla Coastal Comm ssion 

813. 

*314. 

Refill'MC:&S: 
Polk Directory 1926-27, 1928, 1933, 1936, 1939, 1969, 
1970 
Dept: of Building & Safety, original permit 

Recorder's office, Salinas • Sharron Hale A Tribute to 
Yesterday, Valley Pres 
Rem~: 

Zoning: Rl; Threats: Demolition 
Oral Inter~news: Gus Arriola by Van Vleet· Clare 
Wilbur by Sales ~ 

f.llatuator: Enid 1'. Sales 
Q~teotEvaluatlon; 04/11/1999 

{Tl'IIJ space reserved ror o/1!Ciru r:¢mman:S.) 

OPI'\52:3& (1/$5) 

(Sketch Map WiUll'lOrtl'l fJ.Irow tequlrO<l) 

~N 

l 
.. - -~--·------·- ...... ~,. ... 

. _:'R&£1ulred lnlofmanon 

• 



FR01"1 : PLAI'tN I NG & BUILD l NG FAX t--10. 831 620 2014 Ma~. 03 2001 01:45PM Pl 
' 

a- rces c.y 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

RJMARY RECORD 

Page _1_ of_4_ 

Other Listings . 

Review Cocle 

Primary#-----< 

EXHIBIT NO. I-f 

HR.!# 

Reviewer 

P1. Other Identifier: .....::W.:.'i::::ld:.;B:::o::::a:::.l..::..:.::_ __ =------------------------'~~h--rYJ.!.L-
•P2. Location: D Not for Publication fX] Unrestricted •a. County 

and (P2b a11d P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

*b. USGS 7.5' Quad _!~lomerey Oate 1947 

c. Address _J~9i.!!heast comer of Camino Rea! and 13111 Avenue 

T __ _ 
R_,_; Y.. of Y.. of Sec __ . :T B.NI 

C!ty Carmel-by-the-Sea Zip ;gj921 ....::;;='-----
d. UT;\1: (Give more than one for large and/or !ine:ar resources) Zone:___ ------mE/ 

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel#, directions to resource, e!evation. etc .. as appropriate) 

B!ocl< 38. Lets 2. 4, and part of 6 

•pJa. Description (Descrit:e resource and its major e!ements. Include jesig,,, materials, condition. alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 

This Wild Boar Inn residence is located on the southeast corner of Camino Real and Thirteenth Avenue. This 
inte(s"ection, and the block to the east and to the south. are characterized by narrow streets with little or no shoulder. 
The intersection serves as a clearing in an otherwise heavily canopied area. The street scape along Camino Real on 
this block is dominated by the foliage-covered fences and ether vegetated borders at the front of the lots combined with 
mature trees, creating the forested look typical of Carmel. 

The Wi!d Boar Inn residence is set back from both Camino Real and Thirteenth Avenue, with a na\tralized yard 
. on the west and north sides and a large patio are~ bordered with more naturalized landscaping on the east The house 
-~. sits close to the south lot !irie, with just enough room for a smaH path a!ong the south facade. The house rs a complex 
: plan, most closely resembling a C-shaped plan. [See continuation sheet.] . 
I 

*P3b. Resource Attributes; (List anributes and codes) 

•p4. Resources present: 00 Building 0 Structure 

HPS2. Sinole Family prcoerty 

0 Other Qsolates. etc.} 

P5b. Description oi Photo: (View. 

date. access1on #) -------

•ps, Oate Constructed/Age and 

Sources; (!]Historic 

0 Prehistoric 0 Both 
1921 

•P7. Owner and Address: 
Michael & Tracy Leaton 
P.O. Box 233200 
Carmel. CA 93922·3200 
•pa_ Recorded by: (NamG:, 
affiliation, and address) S. Lassel! 
Jones & Stokes Associates. Inc. 
2600 V Street. Ste. 100 
Sacrame11to, CA 9581_2..__ ___ _ 

*P9. Date Recorded: 6/30/99 
•p1 0. Survey Type: (Describe) 

Site specific !!J!.!:te""n~s!.!iv.:;:e _____ _ 

inventory and evaluation 

1. Report Citation: (Cite survey report a~d oth1u sources. or enter •none."} Jones & Stokes Associates. Inc_ 1999. Evaluation report for the 

Bak.er. crcndor.. Feiner. and Le:atcn regid;mce:;. C~rmel-bv-the-.Se.a. Monterey Countv. CA. Pre::;~red fer City of C;~unel-by-lhe.Sea. Commullity Ptannlng and Buildin)L ·--

•Attachments: NONE O Location Map 0 Sketch Map [E) Continuation Sheet [g) Bu!ldlng, Sttuctura, and Object Record 

0 ArcM>llological Record 

QArtifacl Rfo!COtcJ 

0 District Record 0 Line<~r Fe<~twre Reccrd 0 Milling Station Record 0 Rock Art Record 
0 Photograph Reccrd Qother (Ust): _________________________ _ 



FROM : PLANNING & BUILDING FAX NO. 831 620 2014 Ma~. 03 2001 01:45PM P2 

rces cy Primary# 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # ------------

BUILDING STRUCTUR NO OBJECT RECO 
"NR 

"Resource Name or# (Assigned oy recorder)...:AP...::...:.N~1 0=-·.:::28:::.:2::...:·0:::.:2:...:.1 __________ _ 

61. ~istoric N;,ma: 

~- B2. Common Namf:l: -.:.W.!.:i:.:::ld..:B:.:::o.=ar'-!l!:.:nn"'------------------------------.... - • ·-· 
83. Original Use: Sing:.:::le~f.::::.am:..:.:::..!lv:..!r..:::es:::.:id:::.:e:::.n:.:::c:::.e_______ 84 Present Use: single family residence 
•es. ArehlteeturaJ Style: _...:::C:;.;ra::.fts=m=an:..:.._ _____ _ 

·as. Construction History: (Construction date. alterations, and date of alterations) 

Com;trucled in April Hl21 (permit #196} at an estimated cost of $6,500: a garage was added tn 1922 (permit #422) at an estimaled .cost of 
$300; a second story was added in 1936 (permit #163): plumbing ar.d rewiring work were done in 1954; two building sites were fiSlablished in 
1969 (resolution #s 678 & 770), and again in 1972 (2-211 (PC) use pefmit}; rsee continuation sheet] ', 

*67. Moved? !]]No 0Yas 0Unknown Date: Original Location: ,; .:.: 

*88. Rslated Features; 

Garage 

B9ar-Architect: Unknown , b. Builder: Unknown 
*B 1 0. Significance: Theme: ~~000 Al'!iS:S: AJ'tS Communitv. ~k!crolilll O~iq~ Traditions Area: u nit....:ed:;.:.;;St::.:.a:::.:tes:.:.:.:...; c"'"a_r_m-el,..,·b-v..,-t,..h&-sea:G~A,-------

Period of Significance: 19.58-1970: 1905-19505 · PropertyType;_B~~idence Applicable Criteria: CRHR 1, 2. 3 
(Discuss imporance in terms of historical or architectural co11.taxt as defined by theme, period, ar1d geographic scope. Also address integrity.) 

The Wlld Boar Inn is eligible for listing in the CRHR under the second criterion for its association with Gus Airrola, 
creator of the comic strip Gordo, and as a contributing element of the potentially eligible ''District One» his,toric district. 
Although the CPF survey described the District One southern boundary as 13111 Avenue, such boundaries typically run 
through the middle of blocks so that streetscapes are presef'Ved, ie to avoid situations where incompatib(~ new 
dcvelopT':'lent across the street visually detracts from the character of the edges of the district Such an a'pproach 
would be appropriate for the potentially eligible District One historic district. Therefore. the properties on the first lots 
south of 1311' Avenue would be considered for inclusion in the District One historic district. 

The house is individually significant at the local, state, and national level for its association with the life and work o. 
cartoonistGus Airro!a. The house was both home and studio for Airrola and his family for eleven years. The Airrolas 
chose to make Carmel their home after several trips to the area during which they feU in love wrth the character of the 
village. The house on the corner of Camino Real and 13lll Avenue was the first house they owned in Carmel. Gus and 
his wife Frances enjoyed daily walks to the beach and through the streets of the neighborhood. During this period 
Alrrola travelled frequently to Mexico, experiencing the culture and fall< art of his, and Gordo's, native land. These 
travels transformed Airrola's caricaturization of Gordo, as Airrola actively sought to share the beauty and culture of 

811. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes 
and codes) 
*812. References: 

see references section of the Inventory and evaluation report, Jones & 
Stokes Assocla~s. 1QSg. Evaluation Report for the Baker, Clendon, Feiner. 
end Leaton Residences, Carmel~by-the-Sea, Monterey County, California. 

B13. Remarks: 

*B14.Evaluat S. Lassen Jones & Stokes Associates, lnb. 
2600 V Street Sacramento. CA 95818 

*Date of ~6~/3:::::0~19:::::9::........ _________ _ 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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State of California- The reDs Ageney 
OEPA~TMENT Of PARKS AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

831 620 2014 Ma~. 03 2001 01:46PM P3 

Primart# ------~ 
HRI # 

Trinomial 

EXHIBIT NO. H 
APPL~~TION N9J 

·-t:Jt-v s-
3 of 4 •Resourc~ Name or# (AssiGned by APN J<~S flef)cr'f 

•Rec:oroed by S, Lasseil ·oate 5130/99 e· 3 e>J-' 'f-' 
Cct' a 1fornla Coastal Commission 

P3a. Description. 

The long side of the C runs north-south and is the front facade, while two ells extend to the east from the northeast and 
southeast comers of the body of the house. This creates two setbacks in the front facade at the southwest and 
northwest corners. The setback at the southwest corner incorporates the main entry to the house and a smaU~_caised 
patio. The setback at the northwest corner is incorporated imo the landscaping of the yard, including a sma!)jstepping
stone path leading to the back yard. The house is wood frame on a concrete foundation, and is one story except for a 
second story addition above the south elL The cladding is wood clapboards below the watertable and long, uniform 
wood shingles !aid in even courses above the watertable. The !ow pitched. hipped roof is wood framed with pr9Iecting 
exposed eaves, and is covered with asphalt shingles. Tne fenestration is typically wood-framed sliders, with three 
sliders in the bay window on the northwest corner of the front e!evation and two tripartite windows (with fixe a center 
pane and 8 light side sliders) on either side of the random course rubble stone chimney that is a striklng visual feature 
of the front facade. Three entries lead from the back patio into the house. Each of the ells has a wood frame multi-light 
door flanked by wood slider windows, while 2 large sliding g!ass door provides access to the main body of the house. 
A. t'!vo-story, random course, rubble stone chimney is located on the south facade of the south ell, and a third smaller 
chimney is located on the south roof slope of the north ell. A 1:\vo-car garage with a medium pitch gable roof sits in the 
northeast corner of the property, and feces onto Thirteenth Avenue. Generally the house is in good condition, with 
some signs that the wood shingles need repainting and the occasional replacement. Newer flashing and signs of roof 
damage indicate some incompatibility between the chimneys and the roofing. · 

The house is encircled by a wood fence that is intermittently covered with ivy, and has an arched tr~llis over the 
. entry gate. Low broad trees both inside and outside of the fence create an obscured view of the house from the 
-,treets, and provide a canopy over the entire north and west yards. The backyard has follage and trees around the 

dges, but is strikingly free of tree canopy compared with the front yard. · 
l -

! ' 

86. Construction History. . 

!... ... 

a fence was erected in 1973 and a building inspector's report was filed; a bathroom was added and the existing 
bathroom was remodeled in 1978 (permit #78-184) at an estimated cost of $5000; cabinet work and minor electrical 
work (switches) were done as a result of a violation inspection in 1988. 

610. Significance. 

Mexlco with his readers. Although Airro!a continued to create the Gordo strip for years after moving from the house at 
the corner of Gamino Real and 13111 Avenue, this house and studio is directly associated with a critical period in his 
career. The house has been little changed since Airrolas lived there, and retains its integrity under this asspciation, 
Thus, the hOU$e i$ eligible for listing in the CRHR under the second criterionror its association with a person who is 
significant at the local, state, and national level. 

Character defining features of this significance include: the second story addition that served as Airrola's 
studio, the proximity of the house to Carmel Beach, and the design characteristics of the house that convey the unique 
character of Carmel, as described below. 

The house is also eligible for listing in the CRHR as a contributing element of the District One historic district 
because it conveys the design principles of the Arts and Crafts movement, the landscaping principles of this movement, 
and reflects the design traditions typical of early residential development in Carmel. Architectural elements of the 
house that convey the Arts and Crafts philosophy include the U-shaped plan and resulting creation of a front patio and 
semi-enclosed back patio; the honest use of materials such as wood shingles, stone paving materials, and course 

Je stone in the three chimneys, and; the wood frame, tri-partite, slider and casement windows_ [continued] 

DPR 523L (1/95) ·Required information 
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State of California -The Resources Agency 
DEPARTMENT Of PARKS AND RECREATION 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

FAX NO. 831 620 2014 Ma~. 03 2001 01:47PM P4 

Primary# --------...,....-------------
HRI# __ _ 

Trinomial --·-·-

__ A_P_N_10_-_28~2~-0~2~1~----------~~----~· 
*Recorded by S. Lassell *Date 6/30/99 0 Continuation 0 Update 
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j The landscaping around the house is also typical of the Arts and Crafts tradition, with naturalized plantings in a variety 
of species, sizes, and locations throughout the yard; the large trees at the front of the lot, creating a canopy over the 
front yard and integrating the house into the landscape; the use of stone paving materials in patios and paths. and; the 
ivy-covered wood fence and trellis over the entry gate. The house also exhibits the qualities typical of the depign 
traditions of early residential block development in Carmel, including: the U-shaped plan with the long side o'r..th,e U 
oriented toward the ocean; the deep front yard that contributes to a staggered rhythm of gardens along both Camino 
Real and 13th Avenue; the uphill orientation of the house on the lot; the location of the house near the south edge of the 
lot, creating varied side yards, and the location of the detached garage along the edge of the street. .. : < 

' 
Character-defining elements of the property that convey the property's significance as a contributing element of 

the historic district include: the U-shaped plan; the use of wood shingles and shiplap siding; the wood frame, tri-partite, 
slider and Ca$ement windows; the course rubble stone chimneys; the low-pitch rooflin~s; the use of stone paving for 
paths and patios; the semi-enclosed patio in the back yard that serves as an outdoor "room"; the naturalized and 
informall<:ndscaping in the front and side yard; the canopy of trees over the yard and house that help integrate the 
house into a natural setting; the siting of the house at the south edge of the lot; the siting of the garage at the north 
edge of the lot; and the ivy-covered wood fence and arched trellis. 
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CITY OF CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PLANNING AND BUILDING 

STAFF REPORT 
' 

TO: CHAIR..MAN FISHER AND PLANNING COMMISSIONERS 
t 

' ' · .. 

FROM: CHIP RERIG, ASSOCIATE PLANNER 

DATE: 22 MARCH 2000 

.SUBJECT: HR 99-3/LEATON 
SE CORNER OF CAMINO REAL AND 13TH 
BLOCK BB, LOTS 2,4, 1!2 of 6, and portions of 1 ,3, and 5 

I. SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION 

• Determine that the Findings accurately reflect the discussion and decision of the 
Plar.Jljng Commission and adopt the Findings. 

• 

II. BACKGROUND-

On 8 March 2000, the Plarming Commission reviewed a historic evaluation and DPR 523 
Form on an existing single-family residence located on the southeast comer of Camino 
Real and Thirteenth Avenue. The Commission found, based on a preponderance of the 
evidence, that the Leaton residence is not historically or culturally significant. The 
Commission developed Findings for Decision and instructed staff to bring the Findings 
back fOr adoption. A draft of the Findings is attached for the Commission's review and 
approval. . - - . 

EXHIBIT NO. Z 
APPJ:lCATION 1\JQ . ...., ~o t-01"..,. 
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CITY OF CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PLANNING AND BUILI EXHIBIT NO. .I 

FINDINGS FOR DECISION 

HR 99-3/Leaton 
SE Corner of Camino Real and 13th 
Block BB; Lots 2, 4, 1h of6, and portions of 1, 3, and 5 

:CONSIDERATION: A historic evaluation for an existing single-family dwelling. 

FINDINGS: 

- . 
1. That the structure is located on the southeast corner of Camino Real and Thirteenth 

2. 

Avenue and includes all of lots 2 and 4, 1h of lot 6, and portions of lots 1, 3, and 
5 all in block BB. 

That the parcel was originally developed in 1921 with a single-family dwelling and 
was subsequently modified in 1922, 1936, 1954; ·1969, 1972, 1973, 1978, and 
1988. 

3. That the dwelling is dilapidated and in a severe state of disrepair including potential 
threats to the health and safety. 

4. "i-_ That the dwelling and associated accessory structures encroach into the required 
setbacks; a situation that could potentially be a firt'!__hazard. 

5. That the dwelling was not constructed by individuals who significantly contributed 
to the development of the City, County, State, or Nation. 

6. That the site or dwelling do not contribute characteristics or value as part of the 
cultural development of the City, County, State, or Nation. 

7. That no significant events took place on the site and that no unique site conditions 
exist.. 

• 

• 
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Page Two 
8. That the architecture of the dwelling and associated accessory structure is not 

distinguished, does not embody an~ innovative design elements or details, is not a: · 
good example of any architectural :i\yle or school, and was not built by any notab\J .. 

architect or builder. : .. : 

9. That the site is not located in any potential historic district 

10. That the site is not associated with the period of significance of cartoonist Gus 

Arriola. 

11. That a preponderance of evidence establishes that the site or structure are not 

historically or culturally significant. . ' 

• 
12. That sinCe the site or structure are not historic resources, removal of the structure 

cannot be a cumulative impact on the enviromnent. 

EXHIBIT NO. r 
APPLICATION N~ 
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Consut.iers Home lnspe:Jtion Service 
A Division of Markey Construction, Inc. (A California Corporation) 

215 HAMES ROAD WATSONVILLE CA 
(831) 724·2924 

INSPECTION REPORT 

Property Location: 
camino Real & 13th, SE 
Carmel CA 

Corner 
Inspection Date: 

Age of House: 79 

... 
March 1 1 ~2000 

"'1~--
< ,. ~" 

yrs. applro.:x. 

Client: 
Dr. & Mrs. Leaton 

Inspected By: Larry Markey 

Report No. 4434 

This report is limited to listing the deficiencies of the 
bouse only. 1 

' 

*"**** 

FOUNDATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE HOUSE • The foundation of the house is composed of a minimal strength concrete' 
perimeter wall ... The concrete wall is not as deep or as wide aa modern 
foundations and has settled and cracked over the years. The interior floor· 
areas are supported by concrete pier blocks. These pier blocks are not set in 
concrete footings and have also settled, as evidence by the sloping and 
sagging floors inside the house. :A foundation contractor or a structural 
engineer should be consulted on upgrading the foundation and leveling the 
floors. 

Foundation bolts are installed in a few perimeter areas in order to 
secure the house to the foundation wall during an earthquake. However the 
existing bolts are undersized and are spaced widely apart. Installing 
additional foundation bolts may not be possible because of the brittle nature 
of~the old concrete foundation walla. = 

.. Also the 2" .x 4" cripple walls around the- perimeter of the foun'dation are 
widely spaced and cannot b~ adequately re-enforced for earthquake reaieta.nce. 

The exterior walls of ~he house are constructed using a "single-wall" 
design. This design does not utilize 2" x 4" wooden studs, but rather uses 1" 
lapped boards to form the wall. This type of construction is inherently 
weaker than modern wall construction and should not be used to support a 
second story. However a second story was ·added onto this house, resulting in 
bowing of the lower floor walls. This bowing is most noticeable on the south 
wall of the house. Not much can be done to correct this condition because the 
"single-wall" construction is basically inadequate to support the upper floor. 

"Single-wall" construction also has disadvantages such as lack of apace 
for plumbing lines 1 electrical cables, heating ducts, insulation, etc. 
single.-wall construction will also allow more outside noise to penetrate int. 
the hCUJse·. . 

Camino Real & 13th, SE Corner Page 1 of 3 
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ROOF 
The asphalt shingle roof covering is deteriorated and worn and should be 

replaced. Signs o£ past and present roof leaking were found in the attic • 

Some of the exposed ceiling beams are over-spanned and have sagged. 
During re-roofing, some re-enforcement or upgrading of the roof structure will 
probably be necessary, depending on the type of roofing materials that are 
used. 

* * * 

PLUMBING ,~ 

Under the house we found signs that the original caste iron sewer 'llh~s 
have leaked and.clogged over the years. Because of the trees around tq~t · 
house, the main sewer line may be cracked, allowing roots to enter. Re~facing 
the main sewer line is the best option. .. •.·.· 

* * * 

FIREPLACES AND CHIMNEYS . 
The stone chimney for the living room fireplace is 'separating from the 

house. Not much can be done to repair this chimney because the mortar has 
deteriorated and the supporting structure has failed. Re-building the 
fireplace and chimney completely is the only practical solution. 

The stone chimney above the kitchen is also badly deteriorated and_cannot 
be repaired or re-enforced. In its present condition, this chimney co~ld 
crumble during an earthquake. This chimney should be removed. ,. · 

* * * 

HEATING 
The gas forced-air furnace is about 40 years old and is at the end of its 

useful life. 

We also noticed that the metal heating ducts under the house have 
separated in places and are rusted. Inside the ducting, a build-up of duet 
and other such contaminants was noticed. These ducts should be replaced when 
the furnace is replaced. 

some of the older heating ducts are sealed with asbestos tape. Asbestos 
sheeting material was also found on some of the abandoned furnace ducting and 
heating plenums under the house. Information about removal of this material 
should be obtained from an asbestos abatement company. 

* * * 
EXTERIOR 

We noticed gaps around many of the wood-framed windows. These gaps allow 
air to blow into the house. Signs of rain water seepage were also found · 
around many of the windows due to these gaps and open spaces. Because of the 
design of these windows, there is no practical way of improving their weather 
tightness and energy efficiency, other than replacement. 

The sliding glass doors in the living room are not made 
safety glass and should be replaced. 

camino Real & 13th, SE Corner 
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ELECTRIC~ 

Much of the original "knob and tube" electrical wiring remains in servi~e· 
inside the house. While inspecting in the attic and under the house, we found 
that some of this wiring has improper connections, resulting in a potential 
fire hazard. Replacing all of the old wiring is the best way to insure that 
problems do not develop. An electrician should be consulted for further 
information. 

We also found that the house has an inadequate number of electrical wall 
outlets and has a reduced number of electrical circuits. Upgrading of the· 
entire electrical system is the best recourse. 

INTERIOR .~. 
The interior stairway is too narrow and steep to conform to moderr{~£,t:re 

safety standards. Stairways of this design are also considered unsafe be~ause 
they can lead to falls. Because of its place~ent, there is no pra6tici~ ~ay 
of improving this stairway unless major structural changes are made. j}' 

PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE IF THERE ARE QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS REPORT 

I' 

EXHIBIT NQ. J 
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UYEDA & ASSOCIATES FILE COPY; 
Ll I I I I\ 1 [I I I It I [I I 

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS 

659 Abrego Street. Suite 5 • Monterey, CA 93940 
(831) 373-3181 • Fox (831) 373-3188 • Email: yutoka@mboy.net 

May 29, 2001 

Harvard Investment Company 
805 Veterans Blvd., Suite 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063 

Ref: House at Southeast Comer of Camino Real & 13t.11 
Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA 

I inspected the aoove house with Michael Bolton on May 23, 2001. I also read the 
inspection report prepared by Mr. Larry Markey of Consumers Home Inspeccion 
Service, dated March I, 200 l. 

From a structural point ofview, the house is in very serious condition. There is no 
shear element in any of the exterior walls or in the roof diaphragm There is no shear 
element in the perimeter foundation. Also the anchor bolts are too small and too far 
apart from each other. There is no concrete footing und~r the pier blocks. The stone 
frreplace and the stone chimney were not reirJorced or tied to the roof framing and the 
mortar has deteriorated. The house is located about 40 miles directly south from Lorna 
Prieta (dose to the epicenter of the blg earthquake in 1989). 'Damage to the house 
from this earthquake was minimal, but we do not want to take a chance for the next 
big earthquake. 

Bttau.se ofth~se frndings during my inspection of the above house, I regretfully must 
state that it is unsafe for occupancy. 

Tstrongly recommend demolishing the house1 because the retrofitting that would be 
necessary to make this structure safe for occupancy would not only be fur more costly 
than building a new house, but would necessitate a major redesign anyway. 

If you have any questions regarding this report, please call me anytime. 

Sincerely 

EXHIBIT NO. iC ~aka Uyed APPLICATIO~~~ -"'i -(') l . . 

;GrJtjth.e~v·) Le ~r 

(it' California coastal Commission 



Public 
Notice 

EXHIBIT NO. .t-\ 
APPI~1fATI~N E~· -<9 - s-
/kd·-ra.5 OnJ.e,.,-

e, tJf ~ 
((t Cal nla Coastal Commission UNSAFE 

BUILDIN 
. . 

DO NOT ENTER 
1 • ' : i, .> ' • ' , • 

·~HIS BUILDING HAS SUSTAINED . SEVERE . ··sT~UCTURAL DAMAGE ~D SHALL 
' . ) . . 

• • • • ' ' :•.· 'f.' ' ' .• • :, . 

. HOT BE ENTERED BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE 
;·, 

•• • • ' ••• ,· ; ,": 4 ·.·"'·· ': '. 
·. · .. ~ .. 

CHIEF BUILDING OFFICIAL OF THE CITY OF CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA. 



FROM 
Aug. 28 2001 01:25PM P2 

Citv '~-~f Cannc1--bv-the-Sea 
~ -' . 

• 

_____ Phone:( L ____ _ 

• Mailing Address: -· --·--- ..... Ci:y: __ ... _______ Sl<!Le: ___ Zip: __ ··---··· ___ _ 

. ' 

**~*·•·············***••········· 

Planning StafTFee: $30.00 Date: ____ .. __ 13y:_. ... ... .. ... . "' ........... rfi;: :::;~~·:~t::/,, .. : . "'"<'t '!'·i< ,, *'~' >!< •• ~ **** * :**~* .-~-*-,.-,. ... -:-· ""-*-" 
Report Prepared Ry:__ __ _1. ~:L/L / ,tf.~.L . .l~~ -. __ Date: __ __ D .- Cl '"v-1 

Timot1# J.'fv1cr·:r~7!1~'- :r3 1ijdi!Ig Offici 1 .; . , I 
8/10/01 Photos taken. • I 
Staff Planner: Chip Rerig 0 Bcr :].q'o [] Brian Roseth 0 Other 0 

Signf!turc: ····------------------Date: __________ _ 

EXHIBIT NO. L 

• APP+JCATION ~0~ --ot-o '.{ 

!J2.d- -t ~, (!}-J..er 
·, 

# 2. qf- ~-
(it' cl?tornia Coastal Commission 
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Block: BB 
Lot: 
APN: 
Location: 

2, 4 pts. of 1.3.5 & 6;, 

10-282-21 
S/E corner oi Cam:<1r:. r::a! c.nd ! 3f; 

-------------·-~---·--·---···-·· 

BACKGROUND: I 

This inspection was conducted to e .-.~\r:te the stru:·.:•_;rw! :ntegrity ar:d overall systems condition '.of 
the dwelling and detc.ched ga:<3.ge C.""· :1"-:. proper.y. . f · · 

.. 
'' 

The house was origir.aHy constn ... •:t· .: ic I ~~2 l 1Nith ': l7 :s~cond floor added in 1936. ' l : - .. 

Approximately 90% of the wiring ac ~~ ::i 1 J 11bing a.p;: :::~r tr) be original with the house and additi'~n. 
The heating system appe~rs to h.=:vt~ 1: ::e·- upg(ajed ::~ scme poi'!t after the original construction 
but is also very old. 

The dwelling and garage are const~ .. :::uc ::.s sing1
•:-:: V·•= J·:;pe construction. The walls and sill plates 

are bolted to the concrete fct.:;->ca.~i· ., ;:t r t ::rmit:ent ,. J,~, v2ls. 

SITE CONDITIONS: 
The following is a breakdcvm of ccT:C: )r.s found a\ •r.e. site durir.g the inspection: 

A) Under-floor. Area and Str~!dL;:-:a: ~:S!TI.f..::.it:~·: 

+ There is no foundation. war: brae in th~ unde· -iic,•:::r spac~ of the dwelling. The addition of 
the second floor hcs pi;ced exce~si'/f.! stress O'l :tl' surport members that are insufficient for 
the current dead !cads. (See the '.:)'ecla repOi": c: t"'lay 29. 2001) 

+ The anchor bolts are rus~cd, qur::: srrdi and spa•:.:·d sporadically along the perimeter of the 
bl!i!ding. This poses a h2Z.3.rdocs ;i:l~<:tio"l ir. ~he o::•J·er.t of an earthquake since the bolting is 
very insufficient for the size )JF :lirg. 

+ The heating system, a horizcn-:a: ·::::u.nt forcNi ai1 fur:1ace, sits on wood 4"x4" blocks with dirt 
immediately undernec:th. Ther8 ·r;: ;:.::-.tera: Cd.c.~:s and breaks in the air plenum due to rust 
and corrosion. The dwcts are c-E:~::r::: :<i.ted with d.:tmage to the fiber insulation throughout and 
there are numerous joints when: ;;.bestos tape v:s been used for a seal. The system is not safe 
for operation and is substar.dard s:··~ .:;a:,;g~=rous. 

+., The existing and original wirir.g i:: :a,c=::t:ube typ·:! wiring. The wiri!1g appears to be . 
. deteriorated due to-heat and use. : ir;sJiation i~. ·.;ery hard-and brittle and shows signs o( 

failure in several locations. There .:tn:. se·1ere .:racks in the insulation posing a potential for fire. 
The system is substand~rd and hau,·:.b·;s and S~!a!l not be lJSed or energized until replaced or 
removed. 

+ The posts supporting the t1oor g: ·~ie:rs are not evenly spaced for proper support and sit upon 
concrete piers on top of the earth with no footing t.:nderneath. This allows for lateral' 
movement of each pier /post pos: ·1g a h;:zard to tl· e support of the entire floor structure. 
There is no gusset connection a: .:'·1e :)Dstto girc~:r ir,tersecticn allowing for breakage and loss 
of floor support. These 2.re subst;o:-·,rJard cc·ndition~ ar.d pose an immediate hazard to structural 
integrity and safety. (See Uye : ,-e :H) r-r of l"'lay 2.9, 200 I) 

• 

• 
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• 

• 

• 

B) House lnte(ior/Exterior and Str~;m·sllr~sg_cty: 

+ The overall.appearance of the intc•·X d th8 hC)S~ ViS•Jally seems in good condition however; 
due to the excess lo2ding the : floc.·:· c ·: eX":erior wc.lls the building shakes and can 
be "racked'' in any diredio:r wi:'·t Cl-l~hi1g on tr;;; waJs. This indiCates a severe overload of the 
walls and supporting members b?J'Old their c,;.:;2bi!ity to be safe for occupancy. t ' 

+ The roofing consists of compo-iU:w: shingles c.•:r· an o!d wood shingle roof. There is evidence 
of moss build· Up between t.~:e , .. ::> CO ·'et' r ·;~S C:~H. S~"g the !a~.ttr to lift away from the ro(;:>f 
posing a potential for !eakage. l'1er•: >; dea1· ·:·v ·:i:.::nc~ tnat roofing is substandard and nor 
installed properly. ·· 

• Breakage was found in t>1e :;-: ·1g '.·/1'>-t':: <Fd ,•::rt ,;ystem at the exterior of the holJSe. This· 
was originally a galvanized rir::n; systerr: :lr ::''a~ been repaired using ABS plastic piping. 
Since the system is exposec at th~ t:~<terior of tf:.: :>u 'd ('\g the A.BS plastic is deterior-ating due 
to its exrQsure to S1.m and u!trav:o!::t 1ig11t Tly:; .:1: ga:var:izcd piping is rusted and ... 
deteriorated. The p!unbing -1 is ~nd :>ot suit=.ble for use. 

Q.Garage: 
+ The garage was constructed th-= S"?.ne typr; of siilg!e wall construction as the house;< 

although lt was buitt in r 936 and '; .:; - a :(mcr~:te ;l<>.b. 
+ The rafters are over·-spanr:e,; :;;r:: s:rg~ing du·:: tc age <ind roof loading. 
+ The roof covering is in the same O!~di;:ion a::: tr.:: h:::•use . 
+ The electrical system hc:s been r.ot:ff:ec~ \Alith type wiring and is exposed and subject 

to physical damage posing a fire :1:...::::d. 

OPINION: 
It is my opinion that the dweiEng 2.'it ::s c- ?.ti:ch-ed ;_;a ·;is'2 :·~a'/e outiived their usefulness and are in 
ast2.te of disrepairc.nd di!apida:tior'. 1 .::;·!: ;;r::; se.;Er.:: ::T.~ctural defkicnciesthroughoutthe 
builcings placing them !n a subst?,~,:::Jar_l :t'''~ danger·;;_)u~; condition. 

Bcsed on my field inspection of the t _:;,dings 2.nd the ~~ngfneering re?ort SL1bmitted by Yutaka 
Uyeda it is my opinion thatthese :;g.:: meettr:e (oncHtions sctforth in the Uniform Code for 
tbG Abatement of Dangerous Building:; ;;;;dare St:bstanda:d and dangerous. They are not 
h~bitab!e and constitute a hazard to life s?-fe:y, proper:::; and surrounding structures. The property 
has been posted as Si.JCh and is not tc be i:ihabited or -::ntered until further notice. (A copy.ofthe 
placard is attached to this report) ' · 

RECOMMEN1)ATION~ 
Pending the issuance of a permit for rr:h<:C:1it:rtion ancl/:x demolition of the structures they are to 
remain vacant and uninhabited. The r:;,~uired p<:nnit(::j sL::'! obmined within 60 days of the 
date of this notice. They she.!! be i rr', n· ::dately secL:re :1 ;.gahst uns2.fe and/or unlawful entry to 
protect the safety of persons and/or: :·;2.::::m pr·:::-perti•:~s ir, the event of total structur:J.! failur-.:' 

EXHIBIT NO . L 
APP~ATION N2=s -Of.-t:J 

;2;~~ i&<A.J C¥rle.r 
i?r~ cf t:f ;-dt:: Cal ornia Coastal Commission 
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Further. the owner must comply ·::-.!1 ·.:either of t:h~ f.~:lowing portions of Section 401 of tl1e 
Uniform Code for the Abatement·:-~ :;.:n;?,erous Blidings: 

NOTICES AN.D ORDERS OF B':-Li..bf.2!i'~ .9:.f_E!(JAL ·.•· ·• 
40 1.2; 3. I ... If the building official has ·Jr:!l:.-;rmined ~nc:·~ :he building or structure must be repaired~tb.~ 
order shall require that all pen-nhs be se·::urei therdc•r ard the work physically commenced withir.,:s~!:ch 
time (not to exceed 60 days from tile c2:::: ci the ord<:<:· and completed within such time as the 
building official shall determine is reascnab:e under· aH c/ the circumstances. 

3.3 .. .!fthe building official has dete.~r.-ined ~rat thE )l.' ::l;ng or S::ructJre must be demolished; the 
order shall require that the building be ,r;;:c3tE:d wit:·,in su:h ~:ir;1e as the building official shall determine 
is reasonable (not to exceed 60 days frcr':! 1.he date d r·~e order); that all required permits be secured 
therefor within 60 days from th(! date <."f tr·e order; af;(~ ::-12-: the demolition be completed within sucll 
t. th b ·1 ·· :r. :~, !~-~~ "'""'"' -·-i~,·. ·- "•ac:~- ~t'"' rme as e Ul crng o .. ,c .... , s •c.:• '-'·--·-f: .• :, .: . -;. -~· I_ .••. 

;f 

Date 

• 

• 
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UYEDA & ASSOCIATES 

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS 

659 Abrego Street. Suite 5 • Monterey, CA 93940 
(831) 373-3181 • Fax (831) 373-3188 • Email: yutaka@mbay.net 

August 6, 2001 

City of Carmel-by-the-Sea 
Community Plarining and Building Department 
P.O. Box G 
Carmel-By-The-Sea, CA 93921 

Attention: :tvfr. Timothy J. Meroney, Building Official 

Re: Martin Property located at theSE corner of Camino Real and 13th Block BB, 
Lot 2, 4 and Y:z of lot 6. 

Dear ~1r. Meroney: 

On May 23, 2001, I inspected the subject single family dwelling. I strongly 
recommended demolishing the house because I have determi.ned it to be unsafe for 
occupancy. 

, . . ·-. 

The facts are that this structure poses an imminent risk to its occupants and neighbors and 
must come down now. It would be a tragedy to have someone injured needlessly by this 
structure. 

Sfficerj:t(l_ __ _ 
w. Uyeda, S.E. 

EXHIBIT NO . 1'1 
APPLICATION ~~ 

3.-or-c.."~ 

/tdd'l Le t/ei-r 
(((; t,:rni~a~Yco?russlon 



PAUL TICKNER ARCHITECT 
C nl i r 11 r u i a 9 2 ) 5" • ·.; 9 9 R 

• 
Aug1..1St 22, 2001 

EXHIBIT NO. N I 

City Of Carmel-by-the-Sea 
APPLI~TION ~CJ-~ -"(-

Department of Community Planning and Building 
P.O. Drawer G Rdcl rl ~· i.e.l£v-.J· 
Carmel-by-the-Sea, California 93921 . :;J..'~·f7 

(((' cCornia Coastal Commission 

attn. Mr Timothy J. Meroney, Building Official 

in re: Martin Property located at the SE corner of Camino Real and 131
h, 

Block BB, lot 2, 4, and% of lot 6 and parts of 1, 3, 5 
Carmel-by-the-Sea, Monterey County 
APN 010-282-021 

Dear Tim 

On behalf of Mr. Gary Martin, I would like to thank you for visiting the subject property on 
Wednesday, August 08, 2001 and conducting a special inspection per Mr Martin's 
request 

I have made several field visits to the site since this project began a year ago and concur 
with your assessment of the existing site conditions as outlined in your Special Inspection 
Notes and Narrative dated AL1gust 10,2001. 

The issue I would like to address with you is found in your Recommendation section 
where you use the term rehabilitation and seem to be implying that the concept of 
rehabilitating the existing structures is a viable alternative to demolition of the existing 
structures. 

Under the State Historical Building Code the term "Rehabilitation" is defined as follows: 
"Involves equipping the building or facility for an extended usefLJIIife with a minimum 
alteration of original construction or the process of returning a structure to a state of 

. usefulness by repairs or alterations." 

As you state in your Special Inspection Narrative under the heading of Opinion, " the 
dwelling and its detached garage have outlived their usefulness and are in a state of 
disrepair and dilapidation." Further you state. "There are severe structural deficiencies 
throughout the buildings placing them in a substandard and dangerous condition." It's 
clear by reading your report that the steps necessary to "extend the useful life'' of the 
subject structures far exceed the definition of rehabilitation as defined by the State of 
California. 

During my visit to the site I observed that the existing two-story single wall construc!ton is 
overstressed and unbraced. The existing structural members are over spanned for the 
loads currently in place. Thus, the possibility of raising the existing intact structure to 
install new footings and foundations would not only be dangerous to attempt but would 
likely result in the structure racking and shattering. 
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Mr. Timothy J. Meroney 
Page 2 
August 22, 2001 

TICKNER .l\ R C E C 1' 
c a ! i r tl t n i u y l ,; 5 .j - l) 9 9 8 

Since your inspection report and Mr. Uyeda's dated May 29, 2001 concur with my own 
site observations it's readily apparently by all qualified accounts that the structures are 
indeed an eminent threat to life safety and should be demolished. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Tickner, Architest 

'. ~\ . 

EXHIBIT NO. M 



UYEDA & ASSOCIATES 
l I I I I I ,! l. 
STRUCTUr<AL ENGINEERS 

659 Abrego Street. Suite 5 • Monterey, CA 93940 
(831) 373-3181 • Fax (831) 373-3188 • Email: yutaka@mbay.net 

August 23, 2001 

City ofCarmel-By-The-Sea 
Department of Community Planning and Building 
P.O. Drawer G 
Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA 93921 

Attn: Mr. Timothy l Meroney, Building Official 
/t 

Ref: House at Southeast Corner of Camino Real and 131
h 

Block BB, lot 2,4 and Y2 of lot 6 and parts of 1,3,5 
Carmel-by-tJ1e-Sea, CA 

Dear Mr. Meroney: 

1 am in receipt of your Speciallnspection Report dated August 10,2001, and concur 
with your recommendation that the existing structures should be demolished. 
However, T do not agree with you that the structures are viable for rehabilitation. 

My inspection ofthe subject structtrres and recommendations outlined in my Jetter 
dated May 29, 2001 to Mr. Martin stand for the reason stated therein. 

!' 

I strongly recommend demolishing the house, because the extent of the rehabilitation 
,~,necessary to make the structure safe would not only be fr!_r more costly than building a: 

new house, but would necessitate a major redesign to address the multitude of 
structural inadequacies already identified by my observations. 
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WtNKLEBLACK CoNsTRUCTION 

CUSTOM BUILDING 
Llctnu!' No. 347~96 

.5 Oceanvlew Blvd. Pacific Grove, CA 93950 Phone (831) 899-5736 Fax (831) 899·5737 

• 

• 

August 27, 200! 

Mr. Tim Meroney 
c\o City Of Carmel-by-the-Sea 
Department of Community Planning and Building 
P.O. Drawer G 
CMmei-By· The-Sea, CA 9392 l 

RE: APN 010- 282-021 

Dear Mr. Meroney: 

I am a licensed California General Contractor and have built a number of homes on the Monterey 
Peniruula, including in the City of Cannel. 

I have beeo requested by Mr. Gary Martin to revie-w the list of deficiencies contained in your 
notice to abate dated August l 0, 2001 to estimate the cost of effecting and repairing the items 
contained on that list . 

Due to the nature of the buic structural flaws, CO<ie violations and hazardous materials contained 
in the structure, what would be required to correct these violations would be the demolition and 
recon:!truction of the home. Based on my experience in building homes of similar type using what 
would be considered average labor and material costs and finishes, I estimate the cost of 
complying with the corrections contained on this list at roughly S200.00 • $250.00 a squa~ foot 
(not including the cost of demolition and removal of the existing 'tructure) to r~ult in a cost of 
approximately $540,000.00- $675,000.00 in order to make the dwelling safe for occupancy. 

Sincerely, 

Wll{KLEBLACK CONSTRUCTION 

By: ~~w~ 
Bob Winkleback 

EXHIBIT NO. 11 
APPLI§~i9f-~%~ 

/ide/~ t.e&fl"> 
£,· .!; .!>'f' 7 

~ Cal nia Coastal Commission 



FROM : Pi:-ANNING & BUILDING FAx tn 83:;-1 ~6;2;;8~2;;:!1;:;1.:4----::-------------
sep. 11 2001 01:06PM P2 

City of Carmel-b;p-the-Sea 
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND BUilDING DEPARTMENT 

POST OffiCE DRAWER C 

10 September 2001 

Anthony L. Lombardo 
-:.. Lombardo & Gilles 

Post Office Box 2119 
--~.. Salinast CA 93 902 

VIA FACSIMILE 

Subject: Gary M~trtin Residence 

CARME!.·BY-TH£-SEA, CA 93921 
(331)6:2<1-'~010 OF~G 

(831)620·-'2:01•1 f,\X 

Block BB, lots 2, 4, 6 and Yz 8 and W/pt.loml, 3, and 5 
APN 10~282-21 

Dear Mr. Lombardo: 

,( t 

Thank you for your recent correspondence regarding Gary Martin's residence noted above. The 
concerns for the structural integrity and safety of the property have been paramotmt for everyone 
involved over the past few months. 

As I stated in my inspection report of Aug-11st 10, 2001, it is my professional opinion that the 
buildings remain vacant and uninhabited a.-"ld have been declared dangerous and substandard. To 
further exp]ain what this means and to interpret whftt I :;_ntendcd is that the buildings would require 
suclt@xtensive work to rehabilitate that they would, in effect, be demolished in order to accomplish 
this taSk 

I have spoken with Mike Watson at the California Coastal Commission regarding this vety is.!:>ue and 
explained my opinion to him. 

Please accept this letter as my last opinion on the subject of demolition of the buildings on the 
property: that upon approval for the demolition of said SLrt1ctures by the Coastal Commission, this 
department will immediately issue a pen:nit for same, and that all buildings on said property should 
be demolished as soon as possible in the interest of life and safety tO surrounding properties. 
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FROM : PLANNING & BUILDING 

• 

• 

• 

Mr. Anthony L. Lombardo 
10 September 2001 
Page2 

Thank you for your attention in this matt.;:r. 

cc: 

I 
Chip Rerig, Acting Community Plan~ung ;;md Building Director 
Don Freeman, City Attorney 
Mike Watson, Coastal Pian.11er 

Sep. 11 2001 01:06PM P3 , 

EXHIBIT NO. H 
APPLICATION NO. 
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··r~ .~,(f\1~~::.(;~. )ti, ;:t..~!;1 .··-:. :;·:·~ ;.'~/ 6\ 1 :;,·z< .. ~·-. ~. ~ 

~'~,~~·~,r~: ,Cgverage PQlJ.cy ·- • 
.. ' ;. • ' " •,. - ~ • ; ·"' ' L ' ', , ' ., '· l '• ' •. 

' QLTA Standarq- Cov~rage ~ l99P ' .. 
·'- ;"< .l.-~ .. ,.t.,J.~.J;,,;_~ ...• ; ~' ~·. ;~~.\.••· • 1 · • 

. . 
)/. J·~:~ 

Policy Number FTY 5 313 7 3 

~· .iJ \ 
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE CONTAINED 

; :;;, 
IN SCHEDULE B AND THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS, OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TJTLE 

" 
INSURANCE COMPANY, A Minnesota corporation, herein called the Company, insures, as of Date of 

Policy shown 

in Schedule A, against loss or damage, not exceeding the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured by 

reason-'Of: 

1 _ Title to the estate or interest described in Schedule A being vested other than as stated therein; 

2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the title; 

3. Unmarketability of the title; 

• 

4. Lack of a right of access to and from the land; 

and in addition, as to an insured lender only: 

5. The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage upon the title; • 
6. The priority of any lien or encumbrance over the lien of the insured mortgage, said mortgage being shown in Schedule Bin the order of its 

priority: 

7. The invalidity or unenforceability of any assignment of the insured mortgage, provided the assignment is shown in Schedule B. or the failure of 

the assignment shown in Schedule B to vest title to the insured mortgage in the named insured assignee free and clear of all liens. 

The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys' fees and expenses incurred in defense of the title or the 

lien of the insured mortga~e. as insured. but only to the extent provided in the Conditions and Stipulations. 

Issued through the office of: 

Authorized Signature 
CLTA Standard Coverage Policy 1990 

CANT 1101 

OLD REPUBLIC TITLE COMPANY 
20 EAST AL/SAL 

SALINAS, CA 93901 
(408) 757-8051 

EXHIBIT NO. N 

0. I e>.f- 6 
({t dalifornla Coastal Commission 



• 
Schedule A 

Premium$ 4, 502.00 File No. 214549-C Policy No. FTY 531373 

Date of Policy August 24th, 2000 at 8:00 a.m. Amount of Insurance$ 2, 710}, 500.00 

'l 
1. Name of Insured: 

·, 

GA..-q_y A. MAETIN 

2. The estate or interest in the !and which is covered by this policy is: 

a FEE. 

3. Title to the estate or interest in the land is vested in: 

GAEY A. MAETIN, a single man 

EXHIBIT NO . N' 

• APP!§ATION N~.,.... --of-0 5 

Schedule B Tcf{e ~-rf 
e-2eP6 llt' fomia Coastal Commission 

EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE 

This policy does not insure against loss or damage (and the Company will not pay costs, attorneys' fees or expenses) which arise 
by reason of: 

PART I 

1. Taxes or ass~~sments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that levies taxes or 
assessments on real property or by the public records. 

Proceedings by a public agency which may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not shown 
by the records of such agency or by the public records. 

2. Any facts1 rights, interests or claims which are not shown by the public records but which could be ascertained by 
an inspection of the land or which may be asserted by persons in possession thereof. 

3. Easements, liens or encumbrances, or claims thereof, which are not shown by the public records. 

4. Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, encroachments, or any other facts which a correct survey 
would disclose, and which are not shown by the public records. 

5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (c) wa(er .ts, claims or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b) or (c) are shown by the public records. 

CLTA Standard Coverage 1990 

FTGIS 1J01A 

Continued 

This policy valid only if Schedule B- Part II is attached 



Policy No. FTY 531373 

Schedule B (Continued) 

PART II 

1. Taxes and assessments, general and special, for the fiscal year 2000-2001 a 
lien, but not yet due or payable. 

Code No. 
Assessor's Par~el No. 

001-000 
010-282-021 

J,t 
2. The lien of supplemental taxes, if any, assessed pursuant to the provisi6~s:, 
of Section 75, et seq., of the Revenue and Taxation Code of the State of r, <: 
California. 

r',• 

;. ~ 

3. Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, which do contain express provisions 
for forfeiture or reversion of title in the event of violation, but omitting any 

-~ovenants or restrictions if any, based upon race, color, religion, sex, 
handicap, familial status, or national origin unless and only to the extent that 
~aid covenant (a) is exempt under Title 42, Section 3607 of the United States 
Code or (b) relates to handicap but does not discriminate against handicapped 
persons, as provided in an instrument 

Entitled 
Executed by: 
Recorded 

Deed 
Carmel Development Company, a Corporation 
July 23rd, 1920 in Book 174 of Deeds, Page 393 

The reversionary rights imposed to enforce liquor restrictions have been 
released and relinquished, 

H 
' 

By document recorded : May 21, 1980 in Reel 1409, Page 613, Official Records 

The reversionary rights have been subordinated to all deeds of trust, 
By document recorded : March 30, 1961 in Book 2135, Page 596, Official Records 

NOTE: Section 12956.1 of the Government Code provides the following: "If this 
document contains any restriction based on race, color, religion, sex, familial 
status, marital status, disability, national origin, or ancestry, that 
restriction violates state and federal fair housing laws and is void. Any person 
holding an interest in this property may request that the county recorder remove 
the restrictive covenant language pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 12956.1 
of the Government Code." 

CLTA Standard Coverage· 1990 

FTGIS 1301B 

__ 4_Pages 

• 

• 



• 
Schedule C 

The land referred to in this policy is situated in the County of 
State of California, and is described as follows: 

Policy No. FTY 531373 
Page 1 of Schedule C 

Parcel "A" as shown on that certain Map filed November 8, 1972 in Volume 3 of 
Parcel Maps, at 55, Monterey County Records. 

• 

• 
CLTA Standard Coverage· 1990 

FTGIS 1301C 

3 of __ 4 _Pages 
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EXHIBIT NO. !I 
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-------------------~----- ---

OF'T!CfQN 1100_30 

ENDORSEMENT 
.y..** 

..,_* hh ..,.* OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL 
+ ~ +TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY * .lf. * 1< a Corporation, of Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Attached to: 

Policy No: FTY 531373 
Order No: 214549-C 

The Company hereby insures the Insured against loss or damage which the Insured shall sustain by reason of: 

The enforcement or attempted enforcement of any covenant, condition or restriction that unlawfully limi~ the use, 
occupancy or ownership of the land on the basis of sex, color, race, religion, ancestry, national origin, famfli<if status, 
martial status or disability. '· 

This endorsement is made a part of the policy and is subject to all of the terms and provisions thereof and df any prior 
endorsements thereto. Except to the extent expressly stated, it neither modifies any of the terms and provisions of the 
policy and any prior endorsements, nor does it extend the effective date of the policy and any prior endorsements nor does 
it1hcrease the face amount thereof. 

l· 

EXHIBIT NO. II 

aS cf--6 
({(' Calfornla Coastal Commission 

• 

• 

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY 
A Corporation 

Countersigned: 

By 

400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401 
(612) 371·1111 

By: 

Attest: 

Page 4 of_4 __ Pages 

President 

.r-r-- Secretary • 
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Po6t-lt~ Fax Note 7671 DatiJ~&. ,;. . Pa<JBS ~ 
.-r~ 

to~y,v;~~ l'con'l M $t:;,t.;7'br/ -
Co./Dept Co. 

··-
Pr>ooell Phor.~ Jl 

-~-

Fax 3 (pS1) . !JI;;>!t:rjlf5,7J Fax~ 
.,._..._, 

2 March 200l 

·~;!'·~~-~" . 
n;,gr,.pF :.~,~~~ 

·;"'·; :~;,l1~ .;:,·-o~ ·': ~-~ .,_ . 

Mr. Cary Martin 
80~ Veterans Boulev~ Suite: 200 
Redwood City, CA 94063 

Dear Mr. Martin: 

.... The Forest and Beach Commi3S1on .consid."!:red your appHcationloTemo•ie'and·pnl.t1~1imbs ~n 
se"Vera1.co~-t live oaks during their r;::ffJ.lal· r;.wetiog cf l lvh~t'Ch 2001. 

4. 
5. 

All footings must be hand dr.1g \vithln I 5 :ti;·;l of any tree. 
Six upper can.opy hoe::; (Mr .. n:t~.~~:y pine, Cypre~:>S or coast redwoods 
must be planted as !':!'>)b·~atnent trt1~s. 
Approved for removal a:r>e tw::> ':;,~)('1St live: l T &"ld 8" dbh and the pruning of 
one 12" d~.:r spar fr,::n::n :ii. 21" d.bh 1oo~·~ live oak. In .addition to the limbs 
requested for reruoval you may prune ~ddit~o~1a! 7 limbs of va..rfous diameters at 
the back. northeast corner of the lot and a.&litio11allimb removal is approved from 
the remai:nini spar of the 21" d.bb dknlble r.~.,ar coast live oak. 
All :measures of tree prott:ctiori ~hall !be actlt,;;:~ to d1ll."i~ constroction.. 
No trees may be removed until you hiil.y(!: n:u1ved approval thr<:~ugh the Planning 
Commission. the iss.u:ance of a valid b:u.Hdi:ng per.mit. and fr~ i.ssuartce of a. valid 
tree remova.l/pr-Jning p;-nnit. 

P. 1 

Should you disagree with the decision of the For-est a:.1.d Bectch Commission, ;'OU may appeal 
their decision the City Council "~Ati·tt.dtt !1ve working days. AU appeals .P..eed to be :filed with Karen 
Crouch, City Clerk, loe&ted at City HaH, ¢<.\.')t sid;:: -of Monr.e Verde bei:v:leen Ocean and 7*' 
Avenuesi: 

If you have any questions please phon~ my office at (83 l) 624~35643. 

·-. 

EXHIBIT NO. ~ 
APPLI~T10f N)~·s· -c -o 
FtH't!J'? '~ J /3c>t:-t-' " 
{));n.Hi.csrin Fc~l'c;.<jf 

09170 SSE 059 3.1 '<tCIOdaC~J 'illnSN I NN3d HOa.::l 
((t: California Coastal Commission 
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r,-,\.:4c. c:.JL.. 

California Coastal 1Commisslon 
Central Coast Area Office 
725 Front Street, !uite 300 
Santa Cruz, Ca 9 060 
Charles Lester, Di trict Manager 

Re: Permit# 3-0 -032-R · 

September 5,200i 

. ' 
• •j. 

"Jt 

0 ,9SQOptiO . . . . 
Request for the r ' nsideration of the denial of a C.:iastal Development Permit for the_. ,: . .. 
demoHtion of an e isting single family residence, mhabilitate existing garage, and adjust lot/ 
lines. 

-- f[gj~ Location; 
- S.E. Camino Re I & 13th Ave. Carmt!l (Montere·y County) APN 010-282-021 
.. I 
- I 

Dear Mr. Lester, ) 

I am a permanen{ resident of Carmel , and my horw::, borders the Martin property on the ~: 
West side. / !·~, 

Many of us in thiSJ area are shocked .s.nd sacJclened by the recent refusal of the Coastal · 
Commission to allow Mr. Martin to procee~ witr1 thE1 demolition of the crumbling original 
house on his lot ·~he "red tagged'' struct.un~ now oc~:upying the property is botfl a 
dangerous fire ha· ard and an eyesore. !~ has no hl~~torical significance but is rapidly 
becoming a hom for rodents and tra.stl . 

Mr. Martin's build ng plans, which he graciously showed to his neighbors, are both in 
keeping with the~armel " little town" feeling and wlll contribute much to the area. Both his 
main house and is future plans f.or a s,::cond smaliHr home on the s.econd lot fit in with the 
neighborhood. e has followed 1'the rules" and bEnt over backwards to accommodate his 
neighbOr's wishe and those of the planning department I care what kind of hom~ is.built 
right next to min . I don't want my town to lose its unique personality anymore than your 
Commission d s. 

We who live in armel hope .it will remain be.autiful, Sf'!lall, a[ld special. Please give Mr ... ·· 
Martin's request econsideration. Thank you. _ . · 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Joan H. Zlschke ~ 
P.O. Box 7053 
Carmel, Ca 939 1·7053 

C IV 
SEJ' 0 6 2DD1 
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SEP 0 4 2001 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
c-:NTRAL COAST AREA 

OALIFORNIA COASTAL COMl"liS':>l OlJ 
725 Front St., Ste~ 300 
Santa Cruz, CA. 95060 
AT'l'l~ s Mike Wa. taon 

Commissioners~ 

A,J'~r.d.;/ I~i'm.~ At, ~0fJ 2fa"'-v J"'-'"' 
Patrioi& w. Ooets ~ 

~~.f.!i.VOl' of' demolition 

'' '. 

Pleas& be advised that .IQ.! demoliehir'"ij' thm! f!!ltl"tlo·tu.:re at SE oa.mino real,::::.: 
and 13th ATe., Ce:rmel, would be e:x:tram<l!ly det:rimental to the saf~.ty :·:· 
and ehara.oter of the neigh~>::n:·ha<:d, of whi ~lh I a.~n a ~Jside"i {full yime) • 

. • .. 
As the property exists at the prae~nt ·ttm'11~ it is not only an enormous 
fire ha.zari but e.leo a bre~~dirtg gt'Ou.nd fc,;~ ra:t~1, l"acoons, and other 
varmits. Its uxfi&htly coll<Htiotl d.!{l)tra,)t;a from th~ beauty of our 

--~-area, and should b~ demolic~h<?d s.;:ll soon a~s posiiibl~.. ,·· 

Mr .. Martin haa nr"Ssented a voary acc.ap'tablrfl pls,n :for tb.e propert,i,..and 11i 
will be ve'rY' muoh in lteep.hg lli til ·th·t ;;'lb:t'f'(~'-'it.er of Carmel. It: ma.k:es 

'•' 

absolute sense to allow hLn to ;;T::>i:le~d v::L·?;h h.ie plan,. · 

SinoeT'el;y, 

EXHIBIT NO . 

APPLICATION NO. 

~ 

$-61·-0~5-

at:t2~ S a f-' /6 
allfom1a Coastal Commission 



21 May. ~001 

Carlfornia Coastal Commission: 
Re: Application# 3~01-032 

FILE COPY 

RECEIVED 
SEP 0 7 2001 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

Jt 
~·r~! :· .... " ~~ 

We,· the undersigned, have reviewed the propr.>sed design for a single-family residence to be locaiecf 
at the Southeast comer of Camino Real ano 1 :;th Street • Carmel. · ~, 

We understand the design and be!ieve lt tc b1:· aestl1-etically pleasing, nicely sited and scaled. The 
new-home has been designed to preserve tht: trees on site as well as utilize colors and materials that 
will blend with the surrounding area and the viHage·s natural theme. The style and condition of the 
existing structure has concerned us all for SOll'le time and ·m= would be pleased to see this proposed · 
design approved as submitted. 

Signed, concerned residents and neighbors, 

EXHIBIT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 

s 

3-ol-o.:fs-
/6 
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FROM : AGKHAMDTAM FAX ''C:. : 8316263826 

• , I 0) CJ· 0 1 
I , . j 

Sep. 10 2001 08:34AM P1 

EIVED 
SEP 1 0 2001 

CALIFORNIA l- '\ r \1' COASTAL COMMISSION 
{ Clt\or-.s..e> e.. ~u.ro.., VVCJ\ ) CENTRAL COAST AREA 

I Q..eer-.edcdc "/CJU.r pre\i\a·.L.) 'Su..~ part ·If\ heJehj -to ~a...tJ~I') 
+ i--.~ 'n i·d ~r~ c.s..l ir!l..<ti·h~:" a.!'\'l ch<Jvrll.c;fc;:.(. of urrr.eJ- ht -fk..e._ --':;~~~.,. -~ff "' 

Pl e.~s e UJI\{ if\\;l€. -l+,(L.+ Su.Q eorl- b'1 \J.~ hoLli ~ '1 Oltr ~re..v'tclt_,) de.e-'1~~~0~~ 
f e 3 1.\.,rd ~ :j -t~ rf\ o...r-t'll\ p-ro ~.r-f[ ( 0..~ ~ d a. ~ -t CIY\ VJ A.'1...-A) . ·~~ 

~nk '{ ou.. for \{our e.·4ar-fs, 

•. ''" 

• EXHIBI.T NO. s 
APPLICATION NO. 

3- o t- or.fs-
«<:' t?-. 7 ~ P. /6 

C ltfornta Coastal Commission 



FROM AGKHAMDTAM FAX NO. 8316263826 Sep. 10 2001 08:08AM Pl 

September 9, 2001 

To: Chainnan Sara Wan and members of the Coastal Commission 

From: Anne Bell 

Re.: Carmel Property -The Reconsider.ttion to Deny 
: Demolition :and Lot line. Adjustmmt 

Application: #l-01~0323R_ Martin 

CALIFORNIA ':. ; 
COAS:t,,L COMMISSid'N 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

The Historic Preservation Committ~e f~r the City of Carmel around a year or so or more 
heard all the information regarding th•~ hlsto:ricicy of this property and unanimously 
agreed that the evidence of the research did indiczte that the property did qualify it as a 
local historical significant resource. Indeed. I am sure. that your Commission bas already 
reviewed the fact that it was once the horne of Gus Arriola during the time when he was : 
doing his most productive work as a nati:Ob1al!ly recognized cartoonist (remember t 
"Gordo''?) at least an 11 year period. But even b;,-f,Jre that period. the bouse was a 

• 

gathering place for Crumel's movers and shakers. Tin~ fact that the house is in great • 

disrepair is due to the present owner's wish to tear the house down, have a lot 1ine 

'!; ..... • .. • 

adjustment and economically benefit from building two structures on two different Jots. 

Again. the fact that the decision ofuf:te dty'1> H.P. <!om'ilittee bas again been disregarded 
and an appeal of your Commission is again b~f;)re you shows to what extremes the 

pressures are on the city of Carmel to gram these dt~moUtions. 

· · .. ,,. ··'speaking for myself as a long time resident, your previo'lls decision to deny the 

demolition was sound and I ask you to accept your staff's original recommendation.· 

Sincerely, 

Anne Bell 
P.O. Box 2303 
Cannel, Ca 93921 

EXHIBIT NO .. 

APPLICATION NO. 



FROM AGKHAMDTAM 
Sep. 09 2001 07:07PM Pl 

• 

• 

• 

RE E 
SEP 1 0 2001 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

September 8. 2001 

j\fefn: !i C. :r:ifl!d 
cr. C·. :-vo~1: 14 J ~-~ 

Cc:r-r.~C.f:J'··tfzt-5~~! C:J 93921 

.A.genda #VI/ 22a 
App!lca"tion #3-01-032R 

Martin 
Oooose 

To: Chairman Sara Wan snd Me:"T",bers of th'3 Coastal Commission 
Re: The reconsideration of your pn::vious c;.;;,;Ls:on to deny demolition and a lot 

line adjustrT'..ent 

Dear Coastal Commissioners: 

l would strongly u~ge you to upholci ycur prev1cu.s decision on this agenda item. I 
attended the Santa Rosa meeting and !igter:·;c! :o Mr. Martin's presentation and 
your thoughtful d!sc:.Jssion aid vot~. Yc.. 112de the right decision for the 
neighborhood and Carmel. Nc·f''!in; has cha'lSJ:?d s:n:::e then. 

This house can be rehabilitated and become Dffcf;, ag.ab an outstanding example 
of the craftsrr.an style. The ov.mer ls dl3t€;rrrir.dd to demclish the house and has 
allowed it to significantly detericrat~e to its cu-r;;,nt .:ondit!on in order to achievt;; his 
gcai. The property Is an eyesor1;: for t'le nei!;t:borhcod. He refused to clean up 

'l 

'.ill . 

ftt.' 

the property even before he was cited by th.s city. lf the Sea Urchin and 11 
Periwinkle can be rehabiH:ated. so can this f.)r'c:)p;;rty. Situated on such a special 
lot, it truly represents oid Carmel a:·,d th:s , iJ,r::rhood's character . 

Another !ass for this neighbattlocd's C1ar;~:::ter· would be to allow a lot line 
adjustment as requested. This propert.f a1r(~,2dy l'iad one !c1t split off several 
years ago, tile lot tc the imm't:c:li:;.te scut~l. Tnin ns;ghborhood has been and is 
one of large :cts. To allov; an<'lth'tlr :ot sptt ,•;::,il-:i net only compromise this area 
of primari!y large lots but would elso sen~~ th';~ 'Ntong signal to others seeking to 
create cookie cutter lots and 'TlEx:mi:;;e fini!r;C:a! gain at the expense of the 
neighborhood and Carmei's corrmr.mity in general. Please support 
your staft'..,s original recor'7!mendatio1 tf you lr fact reopen this entire matter. 

As a member of the neig:1borhood, i ;r.;;..spe-c:f~.,;lly request that you deny 
reconsideration. Yowr previo'JS de:c:ision W2,!3 sound. fair and deliberate. Thank 
you fer helping us to preserve r·1is neight~<:'~r·.c,od and our special little coastal 
community. 

Sincerely, 

EXHIBIT NO . 

APPLICATION NO. 

5 

~) O/ c)8_r---
,..:/" -
~ z "//~ ((t' C Omia oastal Commis n 
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RECEIVED 
SEP 1 0 2001 

CALIFORNIA • 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

California Coastal COITJI'!lissior, 
Sept. 9 1 2001 

To: Chai:rman Sara Wan and tl~"in.l:lelrs of ths O.Jastal Ch"nmission 

Subject: Your reconsideration of your previous decision to deny 
demolition and a lot lim;., adj usbnent 

Re: Agenda #W 22a 
Application #3-0l-032R 

Dear Coastal Commissioners: 

As a long time residents of Ca1.1nel biJ. the &?.a I feel strongly that 
you made the right decision on t..1.e 11Ma-rtin" hane, in 0pp::1sing 
the demolition and lot-split pre·:,rj.f:;;JUSly bt;fore you. 

I urge you to once again opt.xx;•::: this l'eqi.J<;-st for demolition & 
lot split for a handsa:r.e craftsman style hr.::n~e on a special 
corner and in an area where mos-t: hunes are on a double lot. 

This piece of property !>.as been aHOived tt:;, deteriorate in hopes 
of demoliting it, but the bas:Lcs are the.:ce. It: WO'..lld truly te a 
loss of character if not presnrved .• 

Once again, please deny the request for rc-::co:r:.sideration. 

EXHIBIT NO. 5 
APPLICATION NO. 

• 



• 

• 

• 

SEP 09 '01 04: 44PI"l F 

~o: ~ara wan, r.hatr 

~onstance ~. Wrig~t 
o. o. 11o:x ?1'1l 

r;arroelt rl!l n·::•)·?·J. 
P~one: A~l/~'~-'~~' 

~ax: ~•1/~~4-~0~1 

Members of the Costal Commission 

IV 
SEP 1 0 2001 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

r>.genrla 'tW ?2a 
~pptication ~1~01-01? ~ 
~art in 
Oppose 

.. , 

T ur~e you to uphold your previous decision on this ttem 
and to deny the reconsideration. The riemolition of t~ls 
Craftsman style house waul~ ~eprive us of a plece of our 
past, whtch Is vantshing all too :apl~ly. Moreover, the 
lot line adjustment vhtch has bean r•quested woutd net 
the owner a great ~ea1 o~ money, while ve woul~ lose more 
o~ our Carmel charactet. 

Very si.ncere1Yt 

EXHIBIT NO . 

APPLICATION NO. 

s 

3 ·-o l-o<f-s-
{(C £,n{&ast!ftmrCfo 
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.. 
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APPLICATION NO. 
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• 
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RECEIVED 
SEP 1 0 2001 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

Dear Mr. Watson, California Coastal Commission, 

ITEM NUNIBER: 
PERMIT NUlvfBER: 

W22a 
3-01-032-R 

Paul and Laurie Goldman 
Oppose Project 

As property owners on Camino Real @13th we oppose the above project for the 
following reasons. 

1. Allowing this property to be sub-divided would allow 3 single-family structures 
to encompass an area that had a single-family home for decades. Just less than 4 
years ago the very same property was split and an adjoining single-family home 
was built. 

2. This is a tripling or a potential of a 300% increase in population of a tranquil and 
beautiful street 

3. Additional development will destroy many heritage trees. Once gone they can 
never be replaced. This will also destroy the wildlife that depends on this area to 
live and thrive. i' 

4. With the areas limits on water it is not in the best interest to a put the property in 
position to get approval for additional water usage. The property may also sit 
vacant and idle for years until this approval takes place. Thus adding an eyesore 
to the local neighborhood and coastal area. 

5. Adding homes adds more cars and traffic, which is detrimental to the coast and 
also a very quite street. 

6. There will be increased pollution to a pristine village area in ways of sewage and 
air quality. 

We would be happy to support the building of a new single structure with no additional 
subdivisions. In fact this was our impression of the project as....explained by the new 
owner. The neighbors had been led to believe that only one structure was to be built. We 
supported this to find out that this was not the entire picture, but a plan to subdivide was 
on the planning boards table. 

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

J . :' . . ·J -t~ I'~,.,.. ...... (~~ I ,{;L 

'I 

SinG.erely, .. ·~ 

v ~..:-·-·'< '-' EXHIBIT NO. 
Paul and Laurie Goldman APPLICATION NO. 

s· 

3·- C) t- c) 5' s-· 
at' ci?rt /:;; «=' /'(¢' 

fomla Coastal Commissio 



1-~UM : I-' ana son i c 1- HX ::;y::; II::M Sep. l2b 2001 11. SSPI'I r-2 

--·9/5/01 

(';ouuell 1\-leuili<~!lr Bu:rha.r;r.,;. IJ.'\rmg."!iion 
Post O.U.k!.t~ IJoJK (~~ 

{;ar~ne!-by ... tlu~~ <:aiU·tJrnla 939:21 
Telephone~ 831JG2ta.l6l0 

l"'a.x: 831/620..1283 
e-ma.iil: bari.lar.ft.ri:lh~.co@CMthlblk..net 

web slt.e: http:/ fwr;VW" .. ltarbartdh?ing..~ .. oom 

EC IV 
SEP 0 5 2001 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST AREA 

..... •. 

!>" _._,..,"" 

lt Agenda# W 19a ,t·,~--~ 

Application #3-00..082 / _, 
Pressley 
Oppose 

--TO: Chair Sara Wan and Members of the Coastal Commission 

I am pleased to support the position o:f the City of Ca.rmel-by~the"Sea and;.: 
ask that you accept your staff recommendation to deny this proposed H 
application for the following reasons; 

• 

•Since at least 1981 the City has struggled il\lith development issues telated • 
to Pescadero Canyon. Its scenic beauty, challenging terrain and 
environmental sensitivity and constraints argue strongly for its protection. 

•The parcel in the Canyon has extracrdinar:,vlimitations~ It was created 
decades ago when the impacts of habitat dit!ruption, sedimentation, and 
public view impairment were not taken into account. We can not consider 
this application in the same way as we \-vould one on flat land. It is an 
undersized lot on a slQpe of 51%. CanneY s design guidelines" Gener~ Plan 
and land use code all speak to the limitation of development on slop~ in 
excess of 30%. · · 

•The Jones & Stokes report comm.issioned by the city to determine the 
ESH status for Pescadero Canyon said to: n1inimize !ot coverage, 
maximize the retention of important views, nunimize grading and maximize 
setbacks, 

For all these reasons I urge you to deny this application. 

Very sincerelY. yours, cJ2,,... .,.~ ,., • ~;, .;., ~ _L 
'va.~~1'.Gl d)w t ~ cF ....-------

EXHIBIT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 

t-----:----.:::-----1 
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• 

CARME .,.. pttT; C1C'])'\i /\ TJOI\T FOUNDATION 'l.,J . ;..l •. t'c ;~· .lC.t .\. i 4.::... j, J. 1 

P 0 S T 0 F F 1 C E B C X ·: S ' "" C ;\ :: / :C :... . C A L l F () R N 1 A 9 3 9 2 1 ( 4 0 8 ) 6 2 4 6 0 2 ; 

MEMO W 22a 3-0l-032R 

TO: Sara Wan, Chair a.'1d Coastal Com:mi;.:;si·oners 

RR: Gary Martin Demolition in Carr.n~:! 

FROM: Enid Sales, Director Carmel Preservation Fot;rdatic-n 

DATE: September 2, 200 1 

It is my understanding that the Martin Project is being h~ard in Eureka on 9/12/01, and that a 
reconsideration of the demolition of hi·I se at 13r:h !I :d C.>.n1.ino Real will again be discussed 
due to new infonnation. I am al;;c aws·t: tbatt(H~ Car::a ::1 Building Oft1cial has red-ta.gged the 
house due to its not being in Code Con'!~li:~.:-,;~e. 1lLis ~;!c;p v.;as predictable but does not mean 
that the house can not be readily tnade inhahitalol€ ifbr .tughr up to Code. ~ · 

The testimony of Mr. Martin's engineer is .a.l:::o to be e;;,1cCtc:d because he was hired to say whM, 
indeed, he has said. For a wood frame bu:.ldi.ng, fairl;; inhabited and maintained by a 
notable San Franciseo family, to be ready to f:t11 down 'n.usi. rcn.ti.nd you of the Periwinkle and 
Sea Urchin houses about \vhbh the Ov-;1\'::r:~ made fl,:l ~:,me: apo<:ryphai claim. 

I would hope that the Commission woul,j r~;quire an bdependent structural report from a 
Preservation architect or engineer befo.n~: a.ccepting M.:. ~;1artin's claims. In my memory, one of 
the concerns you voiced in Santa Rosa 1Nas tn;?.t \lt. ~·[;,_:·tin\; intent to tear down this fine old 
Craftsman house to divide th~"; property· intc :_,·m lots ,,;as kr spe-;ul:ation purposes. Speculation 
on an empty lot, in my experience, could nor: b~~ <~msid:~n;d a Project. This wou!d not be 
considered acceptable under CEQA, an.:! shoold not b;; in CarmeL Thank you. 

EXHIBIT NO . 

APPLICATION NO. 

5 

3--0f-cXis-
/?.;,, / J .-·/-'/ 6 ltt' C ornla Coastal Commission 



FROM : Panasonic FAX SYSTEM PHOI'-!E HO. Sep. 06 2001 09:46PM P1 

RECEIVED 
(:ouJICU Meuili.t~r Bau•INu•l!1 Livia~~~~ 

Pu~i Olli<!<l~ nux t:.:(~ SEP 0 7 Z001 
CaJ!"Jilel-l~ty-th.~~a~" fA!!ll.f;JJrnla 9::m2J CALIFORNIA 

Telt1Jh4!)lllt~:: 0'-'3t1lj4!;21fl-l6Ut COASTAL COMMISSION 
Fax~ S:U{'fJi241~J;.UI:!I CENTRAL. COAST ARtA 

e-mnlll: 'bar.barutJii•fingst.iln@,...,.ardallnkdlet ; ' 
weh sJte: http:/ {V."'\\-W .. hllllrlllal"idivingsten..oom '·:t .~~- . 

,~ i 
Agenda # W 22a /, .. ~,;. 
Application #3-01-032R:} k,1 
Martin ,. · ~ 

9/05/01 Oppose Jj 

--·TO: Chair Sara Wan and Members of the Coastal Commission 

·_:,Regarding your reconsideration of this application I offer the following: 

• Had the Coastal Commissioners accepted the report of the structural 
engineer for Periwinkle/ Sea Urchin on Scen.k Drive those 2 cottages 

1
;. 

• 

would have been demolished months ago. :Fortunately, the Commission 
voted to preserve the cottages an.d a subsequent engineering report 
showed them to be not only salvag~=a~ble, but in much better shape than • 
previously advertised. 

•The Martin house may be uninsurablE! at the moment, but wouldn't that 
be cured by the applicant applying for a pernut to rehab his house? 
According to the staff report, th€ City's Building Inspector says as much: 
1Mr. Meroney's reconunendation is that the structures ren1ain vacant 
pending the issuance of a permit for rehabilitation and/ or demolition." 
The Coastal Commission has denied the demolition; therefore, the . 
rem.a!ning option is for the owner to apply for permit to rehab the 
strud\ires. 

• Your staff has denied reconsideration of the lot line a.djustment, and I 
concur that no error has occurred to cause you to reopen this issue. 

In the interest of preserving an historic building and neighborhood 
character, I ask that you hold to your previous decision and vote for 
preservation, not demolition. 

Very sincerely yours, -'2 .. ~ o/ · L EXHIBIT NO. 

-OJ.)~'W .... c:))~ APPLICATION NO. 

3-0t'-~J 


